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A B enefit-C ost Analysis of the Redevelopm ent o f Missoula's 
Central Business District (123 pages)
Director: Kay C. Unger
This study examines the role of the Missoula Redevelopm ent Agency  
(MRA) in the resurgence of Missoula's CBD. Benefits from  redevelopm ent 
w ere defined as jobs, increased investm ent, and increased property tax  
revenues. A ttracting people to the CBD and increasing building  
m aintenance there would help to  alleviate the dual market failures of blight 
and inefficient infrastructure use.
Three groups of fifteen businesses represented three different states of 
the world: one group was located in the CBD and used the MRA's program s, 
another did not use the MRA despite location in the CBD and the third  
operated beyond the limits of the CBD and was thus ineligible fo r the MRA. 
These groups w ere chosen from  the records o f building perm its issued for 
exterior renovation between 1984 and 1988. Interviews w ith business 
owners over a tw o  month period provided inform ation on site preference, 
reasons for renovation, em ploym ent change after renovation, and the  
am ount of investm ent the project entailed. The County Treasurer's office  
supplied inform ation on property tax changes. Mean benefits fo r each  
group were com pared using T -  and F -tes ts  to  establish significant 
differences. The excess of M R A -firm  benefits over those of other firm s and 
the cost o f the  program was estim ated by a cost-benefit equation. The 
stream of net benefits was discounted to  the present by a p resen t-va lu e  
formula.
Firms in the MRA group easily m et the criteria of benefits exceeding the ir 
com petition's and the cost of the program . Employment generation was  
too varied to show concrete statistical differences in the means, but to ta l 
new positions w ere greater for the MRA firm s than for any others. The  
differences in property tax revenue and investm ent indicated that MRA firm s  
generated significantly m ore revenue and invested more m oney than did 
firm s in the other groups. Since the MRA firm s surpassed the others in 
these three benefits and m et the criteria of benefits greater than program  
costs and com peting benefits, the MRA program  can be said to  be an 
effective use of funds.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This study attem pts to  evaluate critically the perform ance of the Missoula 
Redevelopm ent Agency (MRA). Supporters of the agency ascribe increased jobs 
and property tax revenue to the program, w hile detractors see an unproductive  
diversion of tax funds to  a small area from  the county and city as a w hole. The 
social benefits of this particular program can also be debated: perhaps the m oney  
should be given as direct grants to jobless individuals and to  the local 
governm ent, rather than being funnelled through business ow ners as 
interm ediaries.
Evaluating public investm ent program s often requires that one construct an 
alternative reality, comparing w hat happened w ith  w hat m ight have occurred in 
different circum stances. This study takes a slightly different approach, contrasting  
the experiences o f business owners in varying locations throughout the city as 
they renovated their buildings. These d ifferent locations serve as proxies for 
different realities; one is downtown with governm ent assistance, another 
downtown w ithout governm ent assistance, and the last outside the dow ntow n and 
unassisted. The net benefits of redevelopm ent, jobs for the private sector and 
increased property tax revenues for the public sector, will be calculated by 
measuring only those benefits which can be directly ascribed to the redevelopm ent 
program, and those costs which stem directly from  it. It is hoped that contrasting
1
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differences am ong the three business groups will yield a realistic evaluation of the  
MRA's contribution to  local growth.
A second problem will also be analyzed; nam ely, w hether there is any 
particular set of characteristics which can indicate if a business w ill locate in or 
out of the CBD, and if there is any way to predict participation in the MRA's 
programs. Answering these questions may help to establish identifying  
characteristics fo r location and participation decisions and to confirm  differences  
which m ight have only been hinted at in other analyses.
1.1. Background
Since the 1950's, the deterioration of Am erica's central cities has occupied at 
least a portion of the nation's consciousness. For alm ost as long, national, state, 
and municipal governm ents have tried to  reverse the relative decline.
The Central Business D istrict (CBD) in general has suffered a decline in its 
economic im portance. Tastes have changed, favoring children, ranch-sty le  houses, 
and backyard barbecues. Post-W W II public investm ent in roads allowed  
inexpensive com m uting, which made living outside the CBD both possible and 
desirable. The advent of the forklift changed w arehouse orientation from  the  
vertical to the horizontal. Firms in all industries began to  leave the city center for 
the suburbs to find the large am ounts of cheap land necessary fo r their sprawling  
operations. Highways, cars, and trucks allowed em ployees and custom ers to travel 
longer distances to  w ork or to  shop, and facilitated the delivery of goods 
manufactured at a distance. W ith rising per capita incom e, the incom e-e lastic
3
dem and for residential space increased. The nation moved to  the suburbs; 
dow ntow n was passb
If flight to  the suburbs represented an exercise in freedom  of choice w ith  no 
social s id e-effects , it would pose no econom ic problem . Instead, the exodus from  
dow ntow n may present society w ith tw o types o f m arket failure which m ust be 
corrected to  achieve allocative efficiency.
First, the pattern of com m ercial activity in the downtown m ay prom ote a 
m ore efficient resource use than that which occurs in the scattered arrangem ent 
of firms on a strip. Strip developm ents, w hether fo r retail sales or for production, 
may inefficiently duplicate such things as parking lo ts ,1 and require m ore m iles of 
roadway, and thus m ore publicly provided m aintenance, snow rem oval, and traffic  
control than would a m ore concentrated central m arket area. The autom obile  use 
engendered by a strip increases congestion, w ith  a concurrent tim e cost for 
travelers, while the "park -and-w alk" emphasis of a dow ntow n helps to reduce car 
use and its attendant traffic snarls and pollution. Sew erage and w ater facilities  in 
the CBD w ere designed w ith a certain capacity in mind; as businesses leave the  
city core, this capacity goes under-u tilized  and is inefficiently duplicated in the  
other location. Because businesses had been concentrated in the CBD, the large
i
It has been pointed out that the shortage of parking in the  CBD is one of its problem s. The  
contention  here is that each business on a strip paves its ow n  island of parking around it. In o rd er to 
accom odate  peak parking dem and, each business w ould  tend to  build m ore parking than w as  e ffic ie n t. 
The tendency of neighboring  stores to  refuse parking to any but patrons inhibits the a tta in m e n t of 
effic iency. If, fo r exam ple, a W endy's and a Checker Auto Parts shared a lot, the fa irly  even cu s to m er  
f lo w  of the  la tte r w ou ld  a llow  a constant 30%  use of the ava ilab le  parking w h ile  the  surges of the  
restaurant w ou ld  bring use up to 70%  or 80%  at tim es. W hen  each has its ow n parking area, use at 
W endy's  varies from  5%  to  60%  w h ile  th a t at Checker hovers around 30% , an ine ffic ien t use of the 
resource.
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fixed investm ents in jails, courts, and fire and police stations w ere headquartered  
dow ntow n too. As the firm s disperse to  outlying areas, response tim es may 
increase and/or additional stations may have to  be built while the old ones are 
under-utilized. Additionally, the block layout of the CBD may allow  m ore efficient 
protection of a given num ber of businesses than is possible for the sam e num ber 
of firm s strung out on a strip.
In a free m arket, firm s do not consider the social efficiency of th e ir private  
location decisions because they bear only a portion of the costs of this 
inefficiency and that indirectly, through taxes. W hen urban flight occurs, the  entire  
population subsidizes the duplication of services by paying higher property taxes. 
For ease of reference, this type of m arket failure will be called Type A.
The second type o f m arket failure. Type B, is that of urban blight, which  
econom ists call the neighborhood externality. In any given neighborhood, there  
m ay be an incentive to under-m aintain  one's property. The individual property  
ow ner can increase her rate of return by under-m aintain ing her building as long as 
all the other owners keep their buildings in repair. This one property owner 
cannot lose; if her neighbor improves his building, she receives a h igher rate of 
return because she is in a "nice" neighborhood. If a neighbor starts neglecting his 
property, her return is still higher because she started under-m aintain ing first. This 
pits owners against one another in a variation of the Prisoners' D ilem m a. As more 
neighbors realize that the shabby property reaps the benefits of their efforts to  
create a "nice" block, a downward spiral m ay develop in which each com petes to 
have the shabbiest building —  and thus the highest profit margin —  on the block.
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Jerome Rothenberg, in his seminal evaluation of urban renewal projects, notes that 
"pockets of low  quality exert a stronger influence to  decrease quality than pockets 
of high quality influence a general increase in quality."2 When it happens, this 
under-m aintenance of property, while benefiting the individual property owner, 
does not represent a socially optimal outcom e. Society benefits when all buildings 
are optim ally m aintained because this yields the m axim um  return on the social 
investm ent in structures. In an effort to bring about a more socially desirable  
outcome, city, state, and federal governm ents have becom e involved in the urban 
renew al/re juvenation /redevelopm ent process.
The city of Missoula, Montana has had to  cope w ith problem s sim ilar to  
those just described. Here, however, the process of under-m aintenance occurred  
precipitously w ith the establishm ent of a 103-s to re  mall on the edge of tow n in 
1978. This new facility  led to a veritable exodus of retailers from  the CBD. 
Already in th a t year, the City Council had declared the  dow ntow n3 blighted, based
2
Jerom e Rothenberg , Econom ic Evaluation of U rban R enew al: C onceptual Foundation of C o s t-B e n e fit  
Analysis, The Brookings Ins titu te  Studies of G overnm ent and Finance series, (The Brookings Institu tion , 
W ashington, D.C., 1967), p. 44.
3
The M issoula Planning Board in its Urban R enew al Plan of N ovem ber, 1978, defined  d o w n to w n  as
...two portions, the m ajo rity  to the north of the Clark Fork R iver and a sm alle r portion to
the south of the river. The northern portion ...is bounded on the north by the Burlington
N orthern  Railw ay, on th e  east by Van Buren S treet, on the south by the Clark Fork River, and
on the w es t by the  B itte rroot Branch Line. The southern portion is bounded on the north by 
the C lark Fork River. The southern boundary orig inates  at the  in tersection  of the  B itterroot 
Branch Line and River Road. From there  it fo llow s a sta irs tep  pattern  eas tw a rd  to the  
junction  of Third and M yrtle  Streets... then extends southw ard , encom passing one block on 
e ither side o f Higgins A venue up to the in tersection  of C onnell and R oosevelt...continues  
eastw ard  fro m  Gerald along the alley b etw een  South Fifth East and South Fourth East to Van 
Buren.
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on w hat have come to be understood as the usual symptoms: a high incidence of 
crime and fire, and dilapidation in the housing stock and infrastructure. The 
Planning Board noted that in the first six m onths of 1977, 13.9% of all m ajor 
crimes in Missoula were com m itted in the dow ntow n and considerably m ore fire  
calls orig inated there than in any o th er area of the city. A housing survey in 1974 
had found 76%  of the area's residences in less than good condition. Sew er 
conditions w ere, in their words, "less than desirable,"4 meaning that the sanitary  
and storm  sewers which had been installed in 1910 w ere showing their age. As 
early as 1974, traffic volume had exceeded the capacity of the Orange, Higgins and 
Madison S treet bridges. Downtown sidewalks, traffic control devices and o ff-s tre e t  
parking w ere  also deemed deficient for a healthy com m ercial center.5 Although  
the loss o f firm s to the mall m ight have m eant reduced pressure on sewers, 
streets, and parking, these would have to  be repaired or upgraded in o rder to  
com pete effectively. In a short period, Missoula showed the qualities attendant to  a 
derelict CBD. Under the auspices o f the Missoula Redevelopm ent Agency (MRA), 
the city undertook a program which had proved, during the 1970's, to  be a popular 
plan of revitalization
The MRA program addresses the divergence between social and private  
optim ization by subsidizing external refurbishm ent of dow ntow n buildings. In this 
way, the agency hopes to reverse the forces driving the under-m ain tenance
4
M issoula Planning Board S taff, Urban R enew al Plan: D ow ntow n  M issoula R edevelopm ent P rog ram , 
N ovem ber 21, 1978, unpub. doc., pg. 3.
®ibid.
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process, or blight. As one building is refurbished w ith  MRA money, those  
businesses surrounding it are inform ally encouraged to increase m aintenance as 
well. If the MRA is effective in com bating Type B m arket failure, som e businesses 
will invest in m aintenance w ithout MRA funding, sim ply as a response to  the  
neighborhood externality. These ow ner-financed renovations represent a pure 
social gain due to  the MRA.
The agency also tries to  correct Type A m arket fa ilure by urging firm s to 
m ove to or stay in the CBD. Grants for sew er and w ater line repair, phased-in  
property tax increases, and coordination of events w ith the Missoula Dow ntow n  
Merchants Association com bine to  offset some of the drawbacks business owners  
perceive about the CBD. Som e types o f business such as law firm s and banks 
have historically located in the CBD. Others, car and m obile hom e dealerships  
am ong them , have historically chosen the suburban ring. Big retail stores and 
newspaper com panies are exam ples of a third type, which is locationally footloose. 
These are the firms, usually found in the CBD, whose exodus the MRA has tried to  
prevent through m inim izing the drawbacks and maxim izing the advantages of 
doing business downtown.
The MRA receives its funding from  tax increm ent financing (TIF). First 
developed in the 1950's by Santa Monica, California, TIF is a financing m ethod  
which allows a city to  redevelop w ithout depending on federal or state funding. 
Once an area is declared blighted, use of TIF for redevelopm ent freezes its 
property taxes at the th en -cu rren t level. In Missoula's case, the base year is 1978. 
Any increases in tax receipts from  the CBD, w hether due to changes in assessed
8
value or to  higher rates in general, go to  a public fund adm inistered by the MRA  
and earm arked for downtown projects. The projects which use MRA m oney have 
generated enough increm ental funds through increased taxable values to  support 
the program. Indeed, MRA currently receives $999,000 to $1 m illion annually,6 
from  initial tax funding of $266,000.7 TIF funds are spent on item s that affect all 
firms in the area such as sidewalk repairs, street lights, Christmas decorations, and 
flow er baskets for downtown streets. It can also be spent on m ore prosaic 
projects such as sew er replacem ent and w ater line repair in partnership w ith  
private property owners.
Perhaps the biggest TIF project is the R iverfront Parkway, a green belt along  
that section of the Clark Fork River which flows through the center of tow n. 
Formerly either privately owned or part of a defunct railroad, the city acquired the  
rights to  the land but lacked the funds to im prove it. The MRA has installed lights  
and placed benches along the paths and sown w ildflow ers on the areas of the  
banks w here nothing else would grow.
Finally, TIF m oney can be used in conjunction with individual businesses 
through the Com m ercial Rehabilitation Loan Program (CRLP). This program  
explicitly addresses the neighborhood externality involved in blight. Any m erchant 
in the area who wishes to  renovate the exterior of his or her building can qualify  
for a subsidy of 50%  of the interest up to 7% on a loan of not m ore than $20,000
c
conversation  w ith  G eoff Badenoch, D irector, M issoula R edevelopm ent Agency, M issoula, M T, Jan. 15, 
1988.
^conversation w ith  Debi Cloyd, MRA R edevelopm ent Specialist, M issoula, MT, Jan. 12, 1989.
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for no longer than 10 years. These monies have been used for awnings and brick 
cleaning as well as m ore com prehensive rem odeling efforts. According to  MRA 
figures for 1987, the m ost recent available, $94,655 in public CRLP funds have 
leveraged $5,162,045 in private investm ent, a ratio of 54.5 to 1.8
It is com m only accepted that the Missoula CBD has undergone a 
resurgence.9 Less well established are the reasons for this phenom enon. The mall 
is ten years old now, and the pendulum  of popularity may have swung back tow ard  
the downtown. In that case, surplus com m ercial space in the city at large would  
not have disappeared, but sim ply changed places. Several locally -ow ned  firms  
which left the CBD for the m a ll10 have returned to  the downtown, unhappy w ith  
the rents and the loss of autonom y there. In this case, the MRA's role is small, 
confined to maintaining the dow ntow n until disillusionm ent w ith the mall sets in.
Firms in such fields as financial and legal services, traditionally concentrated  
in the CBD m ight have benefited from  a business-cycle upswing. Perhaps the  
severe downturn ten years ago forced dow ntow n m erchants to discover and 
exploit their com petitive advantages. In these scenarios, the MRA would have 
played only a m inor part in the CBD resurgence.
Q
M issoula R edevelopm ent Agency, "C om m ercia l R ehab ilitation  Loan Program  P artic ipant List", in te r­
agency listing, 1987,
g
In in terv iew s w ith  45 business ow ners, 30 answ ered the question 'W h a t are the  th ree  b iggest 
changes you have noticed in the  d o w n to w n  in the past fe w  years?" by citing increased tra ffic , 
increased business, or a m ore con fid ent a ttitu d e .
10This is not to say tha t the national chains are leaving.
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Lastly, the business-cycle upswing may have been a c ity -w id e  phenom enon, 
due to  the grow th of Missoula's hinterland. Business ventures anyw here in tow n  
may have becom e more profitable, inspiring the business owners to  put som e of 
the ir profits into renovation. Here, the MRA would be given credit for encouraging  
revitalization when in fact, revitalization w ould have occurred regardless o f the  
agency's efforts.
On the other hand, the MRA may have been central to the resurgence of the  
downtown. The MRA staff's enthusiasm for dow ntow n m ight have convinced  
discouraged dow ntow n business owners that their properties w ere valuable and 
that their businesses would flourish if everyone cooperated. The staff's knowledge  
of funding sources may have helped to establish and sustain m arginal business 
ventures. The agency's staff is skilled at guiding business owners through the  
network of the local governm ent regulations, decreasing the tim e and frustration of 
the perm it process. Knowing that such help was available m ight have encouraged  
more business owners to  invest in renovation.
Of course, one m ust consider the possibility that the agency m ight have 
been unnecessary. The MRA m ight have achieved sim ilar results by sim ply giving 
each downtown businessperson a check fo r $1000 to  spend in any way he or she 
pleased. In view  of ongoing redevelopm ent efforts, both here and elsew here, it is 
im portant to know w hat role, if any, the MRA has played in any resurgence which  
may have taken place.
Geoff Badenoch, director of the MRA, speculates that the dow ntow n would  
have rebounded eventually. Urban blight causes falling profits and correspondingly
11
depressed property values. There is som e property value low  enough to 
encourage investm ent in renovation. In the absence of the Prisoners' D ilem m a, 
this investm ent could foster renovation in neighboring properties as well. If, 
however, neighborhood redevelopm ent is curtailed by a Prisoner's D ilem m a  
situation, the w ait fo r the trough of the business cycle to spur investm ent m ay be 
interm inable.
This la issez-fa ire  approach to redevelopm ent, however, appears to  entail 
significantly g reater traum a for several parties. First, most of the previous  
business owners either lose their businesses and buildings or have to sell in a 
depressed m arket. Secondly, a blighted core still requires city services, w hile the  
expanding suburban ring puts new dem ands on the system. Police and fire calls 
tend to be m ore frequent in a blighted district than in a healthy one, and the social 
costs of slums, in term s of drug abuse, poverty, illness, and abuse, are significant. 
The city w ould be forced to  spend large am ounts of m oney on an area generating  
little property tax revenue. Finally, the com m unity itself suffers from  the  
deterioration of its historic center. Missoula's unique appeal is not due to  the mall 
or the strip, but to  the looming m ountains, the river, the surprising variety  of 
cultural life and recreational opportunities, and the architectural diversity of the  
collection of brick buildings in the dow ntow n. Should those becom e blighted, the  
com m unity as a whole would lose part of its identity.
Evidence does exist that the CBD has revived. Firms are now leaving the  
mall for the downtown, rather than v ice-versa . Several large buildings which have 
long stood em pty are being converted into office space. Business owners are 
quick to  vo lunteer that volum e is up 12%, 15%, 30%, over the previous year.
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The relationship betw een the  MRA and the CBD resurgence is tangled. One 
can credit the MRA for arranging the financing fo r some, but not all, of the building  
conversions. A num ber have occurred w ithout public involvem ent. The MRA does 
not participate in the active recruitm ent of mall business; th a t is done by the  
Missoula Downtown Association (MDA), a group unconnected with the agency. 
The increased business volum e surely cannot all be ascribed to  the MRA alone, but 
to a com bination of factors including dow n to w n -w id e  events, more aggressive  
prom otion, changing tastes in the population, m ore precise targeting of m arkets, 
and recognition of the diversity and color of the downtown. Y et much of this  
color is due to the awnings installed with MRA help.
If the dow ntow n's renaissance would have occurred in tim e, the MRA's job  
has been to act as a catalyst. Badenoch cites enthusiasm  as his agency's unique 
contribution to  the process. "The MRA's enthusiasm  that the CBD is the m ost 
interesting, most exciting area o f town, with the best restaurants and nightclubs, 
may have helped to make it so."11
1.2. Proposed Research
Very little work addresses the question of the benefits and costs of 
redevelopm ent, largely because the benefits tend to be intangible and difficult to  
m easure. The benefits from  Type A correction exist m ore as expenditures avoided  
than as benefits directly attributable to one particular program . Likewise, the  
correction of Type B m arket failure includes the nebulous concept of preservation
11 Conversation w ith  G eoff Badenoch, June 20, 1988.
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of the  dow ntow n's identity. The im provem ent of any neighborhood is extrem ely  
difficult to m easure.
This study proposes to estim ate the benefits of the MRA program  as 
objectively as possible, and to establish that contribution which even the most 
skeptical critic would grant as uniquely due to  the agency. Two potential sources  
of data existed: individual applications to  the MRA and independent em pirical 
observation. This study chose not to look at the applications because they m ight 
be biased. For example, the business ow ner m ost likely believes in his or her 
business and its future and will portray the project in the rosiest possible light. 
Jobs created and preserved m ay tend to be over-estim ated , as m ight the sp in -o ff  
effects on neighboring firm s.12 The MRA itself does little continuous m onitoring of 
the long term  im pact of the investm ent projects.
As w ith em ploym ent, property tax increases in the application are estim ated. 
These estim ates are prepared by the County Appraisers and are fa irly  accurate, 
assuming that the project is com pleted according to  the initial plan. Changes in 
the renovation project can change the final appraisal of the property.
This study will evaluate critically the MRA's contribution to the revitalization  
of Missoula's CBD. The underlying assumption here is that going out into the  
com m unity and talking w ith the business owners about their developm ent 
experiences will produce m ore accurate results than would exam ining MRA 
applications, because the applications are forced to speculate on future events. Ex
12The s p in -o ff  e ffec t arises through em ployees at one firm  eating  lunch or buying goods at o ther 
firm s in the  area.
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poste  interviews can assess actual changes in em ploym ent, taxes, and investm ent, 
rather than relying on forecasts in a funding application.
This study is not com prehensive, since a thorough exam ination of all the  
costs and benefits of redeveloping downtown would entail m ore tim e, data, and 
m oney than are available. The direct benefits of business investm ent include jobs, 
both sh o rt-te rm  construction w ork and long -term  positions in expanded firms, 
renovation investm ent, and increased property tax revenue to the city. In the CBD, 
these benefits are connected w ith the correction of the  m arket failures discussed 
above. More jobs in the CBD m eans that more firms are operating there, using the  
infrastructure at its intended capacity. Additionally, jobs anyw here in the city 
supply income, putting m oney into the economy, and this per capita incom e is one 
measure, albeit an im perfect one, of welfare. Only in the CBD is increased per 
capita income through increased numbers of jobs accom panied by the social 
benefit of Type A m arket failure correction.
Increased tax revenue will also accrue to the city from  any investm ent 
project. Only in the CBD, however, m ight the impact of one business's renovation  
spread along the block, as others follow ed suit. The tax revenue serves as an 
im perfect proxy for the social benefit of arresting the downward spiral of blight. 
Regardless of location, the renovation of a structure generates increased property  
taxes, helping to pay for city services. In the CBD, it is hoped, and there is some  
evidence to  indicate, that renovation of one building can inspire renovations of 
others nearby.
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Another social benefit of redevelopm ent is the value of the project. From a 
private point of view, this is the cost of the renovation, but to  society, it 
represents an investm ent. This investm ent helps to reduce blight by repairing  
structures. By extending the  useful life of existing buildings, renovation investm ent 
helps society to recoup its initial investm ent in the structure many tim es over. 
Because a w e ll-kep t building can be used fully, instead of having parts condem ned  
as uninhabitable, it need not be duplicated until the  entire structure has reached  
the end of its life; a span which can exceed 200 years.
Indirect benefits of redeveloping downtown would include the more effic ient 
delivery of city services as Type A market failure is corrected. Unfortunately, it is 
alm ost impossible to m easure any of these w ith  the data at hand. As blight is 
elim inated, not only does the area become more attractive, but the social ills such 
as crime, decay, hopelessness, drug use, and unem ploym ent, which are drawn to  
blight and concentrated geographically, may be alleviated as well. Com m ercial 
vacancy rates would go down. Vacancy rates in low income housing would  
increase as vacant buildings are converted to  apartm ents through Federal 
programs. As the stock of lo w -co s t housing in the CBD expands, the poor are 
allowed a greater selection and can avoid the m ost dilapidated dwellings.
Delivery of police and fire protection would be m ore efficient since both 
these headquarters are located in the CBD. S treet m aintenance outlays per firm  
should be sm aller dow ntow n than on the strip because there is less roadway per 
firm in the CBD. Sewers and w ater mains would be used at intended capacity. 
The architectural diversity of the city would be preserved along with the sense of 
Missoula's identity.
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Direct costs of revitalization include actual interest subsidy for each project 
and a share of the overhead cost of adm inistering the CRLP. This study w ill only 
look at these costs. Indirect costs of this effort would be increased street 
congestion and w ear on bridges and roads, increased com petition fo r parking  
places, a need fo r more street and traffic  lights, and a possible change in 
neighborhood character. Ideally, one ought to  examine the im pact of dow ntow n's  
resurgence on the mall and strip area, to  ascertain w hether the CBD's renew ed  
health has com e at the expense of these o ther areas, or w hether the new business 
vitality is c ity -w id e , but such considerations lie outside the scope of the present 
study.
The data was obtained through a series of questionnaires adm inistered in 
person to a sam ple of 45 business owners w ho had renovated or rem odeled the ir  
buildings betw een 1984 and 1988. Businesses w ere chosen on the criteria that 
they w ere locally owned or at least fairly autonom ous branches of a national chain 
and had obtained a building perm it in the specified tim e period. This excluded  
projects such as painting or cleaning brick unless accompanied by som e type of 
structural change. To ensure som e m easure of comparability, the project had to 
be such that it would have qualified if the business owner had applied fo r MRA  
assistance.13 Nine firms w ere chosen from  each of the five years: three dow ntow n  
firm s which had used MRA programs, (MCBD), three downtown firms which had not 
used the MRA, (NMRA), and three firms which w ere not in the dow ntow n and w ere
13The prim ary  criterion  is tha t the facade of the  building must be im proved in som e m anner.
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therefore ineligible fo r the MRA (NCBD). For copies of each type of questionnaire, 
see Appendix A.
Inform ation from  the questionnaire, supplem ented w ith property tax data 
from  the County Assessors' Office, was analyzed to  yield the  differences in 
benefits created by each group of firms. These differences w ere tested fo r
significance using F - and T -tes ts . A significant difference would indicate that one
group had an advantage over the others in term s of location, business acumen, or 
investm ent plan.
If the MRA has contributed to the revival of downtown, the benefits from  
these projects should exceed those of the other groups and also exceed the costs  
of the program. The b en efit-co s t analysis focusses on this difference, while the  
present value com putation examines the stream  of benefits from  this difference. 
The rate on 6 -m o n th  Treasury bills at that tim e was chosen as the discount rate. 
This may be low, in v iew  of the investm ent's riskiness, but it has precedent [Sew ell 
61] and was easy to find. F - and T -tes ts  could not be com puted fo r these tw o
analyses, because the figure of interest was already a difference.
The survey also provided inform ation on the im portance of various site  
characteristics in the location and renovation decisions. This data was analyzed in 
a logit model to establish the influence of these attributes on the location  
decision. This m ethod was also applied to  the question o f participation in the MRA  
program.
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1.3. Expected Findings
Intuitively, one can posit several different findings. The MRA could be 
subsidizing m arginal businesses. In this case, NCBD (non-CBD) firm s would have  
higher net benefits than any other group because they are on the "cutting edge" of 
the city. They have no coordinating body to arrange prom otional events fo r them . 
Survival alone requires a healthy business, and rem odeling m ay be the m ark of a 
superior firm . MCBD (MRA) firms m ay have the low est net benefits because they  
are m arginal businesses who need a subsidy to  undertake the risky venture of 
renovating in a shaky market. NMRA (CBD,non-MRA) would be in the m iddle, 
strong enough to renovate w ithout subsidies, but too w eak to survive on the strip.
The MRA m ight have played catalyst to an inevitable change of tastes back 
to  the CBD. MCBD, w ith the benefit of MRA advice and money, would have the  
highest net benefit. These firm s w ould have been w illing to risk investm ent in the  
CBD using MRA expertise to find a niche to  fill. As specialty shops, these would  
be able to enjoy a lim ited m onopoly on their service. NMRA, feeling the spillover 
from  MCBD's custom ers, would then have invested and m ight have the second  
highest level of benefits. NCBD, exposed to the rigors of com petition, m ight have 
been forced into renovation as a form  of advertising, an attem pt to get a 
prospective custom er going 30 mph to stop. In this situation, these firm s would  
have the lowest net benefit.
Finally, the MRA may have played no discernible role. Its function as a 
clearing house fo r information and a generator of enthusiasm may have been m ore  
im portant than the money it contributed. If this is true, all three groups would  
exhibit sim ilar levels of net benefits.
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The logit analysis will probably confirm  the initial suspicion that firms for 
w hom  space is im portant w ill tend to  locate outside the CBD, and that those  
concerned with neighborhood am enities and sp in -o ff business from  other firm s  
w ill choose sites in the city center. Results of the MRA participation analysis are 
m ore difficult to  predict. The am ount of dilapidation in the building may be 
influential, leading firms w ith m ore run-dow n structures to apply to aid. A concern  
w ith cost may also incline a business to  seek out the least expensive way to  
pursue a project, and bring it to  the MRA. Few other variables seem  im m ediately  
significant.
Establishing the im portance of the MRA will lay the groundw ork fo r a more 
detailed study of Missoula's revival. Residents in the city appear to agree that the 
dow ntow n has revived. There are m ore shoppers, m ore traffic, m ore confidence  
and excitem ent now than in the past ten years. As supporters —  w illing ly  or not 
—  of the MRA, they m ight reasonably w onder why this revitalization has occurred  
and w hether or not the agency was crucial. This study hopes to  shed som e light 
on these very practical questions.
Chapter 2 
Literature and Theory
A critical evaluation of the Missoula Redevelopm ent Agency requires the use 
of several different branches of econom ic theory. Urban and regional theory  
contribute to  an understanding of the dynamics of the situation Missoula faced in 
1978. Examining the theories behind co st-b en efit analysis and the present value  
criterion is necessary to establish the validity of these techniques fo r this study, 
in addition, it is useful to inspect evaluations of other revitalization efforts, to  see 
if any have used techniques or made findings which w ill be helpful in the project 
at hand.
In order to study the effect of site and business qualities upon location and 
participation in the MRA, it will be necessary to build a model of the business's 
choice. Probit and logit m odels are best suited for this type of explanation.
2.1. Revitalization Studies
The m ajority of the literature on revitalization efforts is descriptive rather 
than analytical in nature. Studies on Trenton, New Jersey; [W eisbrod 84] Canton, 
Illinois; [Henderson 80] Providence, Rhode Island; [Atash 80] Baltimore, 
Maryland; [Levine 87] and Indianapolis, Indiana [Baum berger 84] have described  
how public/private partnerships have built sports arenas, transform ed tracts of 
slums into fashionable restaurant and hotel districts, and given fa c e -lifts  to shabby 
small towns.
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W eisbrod and Poilakowski com pared eight dow ntow n revitalization projects, 
in this case, pedestrian malls, in various cities to  discover w hat effect the projects  
have had upon retail businesses. Their tim e-series  analysis found that the im pact 
varies trem endously; som e malls greatly increased retail activity w hile others did 
little or nothing to change the negative trends of the past. Differences in the local 
econom y and in the design and m anagem ent of the project contributed greatly  to  
the differences in project effects.
In contrast to W eisbrod and Pollakowski's even-handed  appraisal of 
revitalization projects, Baum berger and Parham w ere decidedly partisan as they  
described the transform ation of Indianapolis from  a district of dying heavy industry  
to the sports center of the nation. Their paper suffered from  a lack of attention  to  
the possible costs of redevelopm ent. They m entioned briefly the possibility that 
some displacem ent of urban poor occurred as slums w ere replaced by 
condom inium s and townhouses. They never effectively  refuted the criticism  th a t 
too much land was included in tax -increm ent districts, thereby leading to  
increased taxes for the rest of the area to offset the frozen revenues. The analysis  
also failed take into account the possibility that jobs associated w ith the "am enity  
infrastructure" m ight be low -paying  service positions, and make poor substitutes  
for those lost when General Electric left the city. The authors seemed to believe  
that the m ost im portant role of the city adm inistration is preservation of the  
healthy business clim ate "that Indianapolis's leaders have taken such care to  
create."14
14
Rita J. Baum berger and David W . Parham , "Leveraging A m en ity  In frastructure: Ind ianapolis 's
Econom ic D evelopm ent Strategy", Urban Land. N ovem ber 1984, pg. 18.
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Mark Levine's study of Baltim ore was considerably more critical. Baltimore's  
w aterfront redevelopm ent also arose as a public /private partnership intended to 
revitalize the urban core through convention and tourism  business and corporate  
headquarters. W hile the Inner Harbor com plex becam e a g littering exam ple of 
redevelopm ental success, the m ayor used decidedly undem ocratic m ethods to  
achieve it. Levine cites Census statistics which reveal that few  of benefits from  
redevelopm ent have spilled over into nearby neighborhoods, especially black ones, 
and that most of the new jobs have gone to  com m uters from  the suburbs rather 
than residents in the central city. Faulting the city for corporate-centeredness, at 
the expense of sm all- to  m edium -sized firm s with greater e n try -leve l 
opportunities, as w ell as excessive deference to  the business com m unity in the  
public/private partnership and inadequate linkages between dow ntow n and 
neighborhood econom ies, Levine proposes an alternate agenda fo r redevelopm ent. 
Cities, he contends, should plan the use of under-u tilized  resources, plant, and 
equipm ent for the production of alternate goods w ith clear social need and 
potential econom ic demand rather than riding rough-shod over traditions and 
public opinion to attract new  industries which may not be in the lo n g -te rm  best 
interests of the com m unity.
Atash's study of Providence, Rhode Island was another descriptive work. He 
reviewed the city's history and its attempts to  plan and revitalize the CBD. Despite  
three decades of programs, nothing has been a particularly startling success, a fact 
which the author attributed to  the sheer num ber of projects, each with d ifferent 
aims and methods.
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The Canton, Illinois, paper discussed the uses of tax -in crem en t districts  
drawing on the experience of this small (population 14,217) m id -w es te rn  tow n. 
M ore than a description of Canton's redevelopm ent effort, Henderson provides a 
com prehensive guide to tax-increm ent financing. Som e of his w arnings —  against 
the city doing too much for potential investors or doing som ething that private  
investors would have done anyway —  address the situations described in the  
redevelopm ent efforts of larger cities so precisely that this article should be 
recom m ended reading for any mayor interested in revitalization.
While m ost of the recent w ork in revitalization literature is descriptive, the  
seminal evaluation of urban renewal with respect to  housing is tw e n ty -o n e  years  
old [Rothenberg 67]. Rothenberg first proved that slums constitute a sub -op tim al 
land use due to  their social costs, then investigated how one could m easure the  
benefits of five urban renewal housing projects in Chicago. He grouped these  
benefits under three headings: those attributable to the internalization of 
externalities, those due to  any income redistribution which may occur, and those  
arising from  any decrease in the social costs of slums. The social costs  
Rothenberg defined are fire hazard, crime, personality difficulties such as despair, 
violence and bitterness, and health menace, which particularly affects society  
because so m any slum dwellers are on Medicare and their increased m edical costs  
are borne by the taxpayer. As he adm itted, the cau se-an d -e ffec t relationship here  
is not direct and, indeed, is often circular. Better housing alone would not serve to  
cure all of them , but it m ight help to  diminish the ir effect.
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The externality question refers to  the spillover effect of lo w -q u a lity  buildings, 
the so -ca lled  contagion of slums. In his study, Rothenberg finds that the spillover 
of im proved quality extends for only a few  blocks around the renew ed area and 
quickly dissipates.
The am ount of income redistribution depends on the am ount o f new  
construction and the rents charged for it. Creation of m id d le -in co m e housing  
while decreasing the supply of lo w -in co m e residences clearly distributes income  
regressively, as poor people face reduced choice in housing and m ust pay m ore  
for it. Rothenberg found that this was very difficult to m easure w ithout close and 
continuous m onitoring of the housing and rent situation in the city. Lacking the 
necessary data, he was unable to arrive at any firm  conclusion, except th a t the lag 
betw een dem olition of slums and construction of new  lo w -in co m e housing must 
be as short as possible.15
To estim ate the effects of renewal on the social costs of slums, Rothenberg  
suggested a regression equation w ith  a variable for slum effect, the percentage of 
substandard buildings in the area. Unfortunately, he was unable to  find adequate  
data fo r numerical analysis. From his earlier theoretical analysis and from  
sociological and psychoiogical studies, he concludes that reduction of slum living 
is sure to cause social costs associated with it to decline, but he is unable to  
quantify the benefits precisely.
1 c
In the  case of w idespread  abandonm ent, the  supply of lo w -in c o m e  housing m ay increase due to a 
falling CBD population. W h eth er abandoned  buildings constitu te  accep tab le  lo w -in c o m e  housing, 
how ever, is doubtful.
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No one has fo llow ed Rothenberg's m ethod in the exam ination of CBD 
revitalization. The controversy surrounding urban renewal projects of the '60's and 
early '70's sparked interest in its effects on housing and neighborhoods, but the  
dynamics of business revitalization have been ignored to  a large extent, except for 
descriptive articles of the type mentioned above.
2.2. Location Studies
Location theory is directly relevant to  dow ntow n redevelopm ent. For a firm , 
location is a long-run  decision, and a site is chosen in order to  m axim ize profit. 
When the location of custom ers and com petitors is fixed, site choice becom es a 
m atter of cost-m in im ization , usually of transportation, but som etim es of production  
inputs.15 In his text on urban economics [Heilbrun 87], Robert Heilbrun discusses 
the input costs involved in the location decision and refines the  
transportation/production cost division.
A firm  will be transport-cost oriented if its product either gains or loses 
substantial amounts of weight, perishability, or fragility  in the production process. 
If transport costs of m aterial and product are roughly the same, a firm  will chose 
its site based on m inim ization of a cost of production.
A transport-cost oriented firm  may be m arke t- or m ateria ls -oriented . Market 
orientation occurs if the product gains w eight, fragility, or perishability, qualities  
which increase transportation costs. Soft drinks and beer have these
16Hugh 0 . Nourse, Regional Economics: A Study jn Econom ic S tructu re , S tability , and G row th  of 
Regions. Economics Handbook Series, (M cG raw -H ill, N ew  York, NY, 1968) pp. 7 5 -7 7 .
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characteristics and one finds a plethora of bottling com panies licensed to m ajor 
producers in most good-sized  towns. M aterials orientation results from  w e ig h t-  
losing processes such as mining and lumbering. These industries generate a large 
am ount of waste during processing and transporting the raw m aterial w ould mean  
incurring significant costs fo r som ething which is then throw n away.
Production-cost orientation can be broken into several sub-groups. Energy, 
amenity, labor or agglom eration cost m inim ization is a m ajor aim of m any firm s  
whose products neither lose nor gain much weight. Alum inum  refiners locate in 
places which offer abundant cheap energy, research and developm ent firm s try  to 
find attractive pleasant places for their skilled and m obile workforce to live. Labor 
costs are param ount to the textile industry, and financial firm s try  to m inim ize the  
costs of fa c e -to -fa c e  interactions w ith large segm ents of the population by 
locating w here large num bers of firm s already exist.17
Location, then, is not a casual decision. Firms have rational econom ic  
reasons for narrowing a range of site choices. Certain firms, such as corporate  
headquarters, banks, and law  partnerships, have historically located in the city  
center. This is due to econom ies of agglom eration, the savings in input costs  
each achieves by the concentration of firms in the CBD. Other firm s w ill chose 
sites outside the city center. These include car dealerships and m anufacturers, 
whose large tracts of land would be prohibitively expensive in the CBD. Since 
these businesses do not require close contact with firm s in the dow ntow n, the
17 Robert J. Heilbrun, Urban Economics and Public Policy, 3rd edition, (St. M artin 's  Press, N e w  York, 
NY, 1987), pp. 7 5 -8 0 .
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savings in land costs far outw eigh the tim e cost o f an occasional com m ute to  the  
city center. Still o ther firm s have no particular preference betw een the CBD and 
the suburb. Newspaper publishers, electronics stores, and specialty stores in 
general derive no particular cost advantage from  location in or out of the CBD.
Part of the MRA's role involves retaining or increasing the num ber o f firm s  
located in the CBD. Even those businesses which have traditionally  chosen to  
locate in the CBD will leave fo r cheaper or m ore spacious quarters if the  
differential becomes great enough, while those w ith no particular preference are  
very likely to move in response to parking problems, high rent, or lack of space. 
The MRA tries to convince firm s to  locate or remain in the dow ntow n by 
emphasizing its advantages and using subsidies and tax abatem ents to reduce its 
drawbacks.
W hile evaluations of urban business revitalization are hard to  find, studies of 
attem pts to attract industry to  a given location do exist. This question w as of 
interest as early as 1961, the date o f a survey in M ichigan [Nourse 68]. In an 
unpublished report on a student internship [Faust 80], John Faust exam ined the  
perform ance of various state and local agencies in influencing the location  
decisions of firms. A study of the same topic was perform ed in Canada in 1983 by 
J. Rick Ponting and Nigel W aters [Ponting 85]. In a study published the sam e year, 
Tim othy Bartik [Bartik 85] exam ined the impact of differing state characteristics, 
including unionization, corporate income taxes, and various socio -econom ic  
factors, in the location decision for branch plants. Three of these four authors  
finds little evidence of the attractive powers of local tax concessions or a "better"
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(ie, lower) tax situation for a large job -creating  industry. Bartik, the only one w ho  
finds corporate incom e tax significant, concedes that the effect is small.
The Michigan, Canadian, and Bartik studies lend intriguing insights into those  
factors which do influence firm  location. The M ichigan study ranked chance and 
personal reasons as the most im portant locational factors for a firm  of any size. 
Less than 1/2 of 1% of those firm s with 1 to  4 plants mentioned subsidies or the  
tax situation as m ajor factors in their decisions. In Michigan as a w hole and w ith  
firm s having 5 or m ore plants, the percentage influenced by local concessions was  
only slightly higher, 2% and 4%, respectively, the tax situation 1% and 4% , 
respectively.18
The Canadian study found that the m ost im portant factors in location w ere  
proximity to custom ers, transportation facilities, cost of land or rent, w age or 
salary costs, and prior involvem ent of the firm  or its principals in that geographic  
area.19 G overnm ent incentives or inducem ents held secondary im portance, and 
provincial and municipal tax policies w ere m inor factors. Ponting and W aters  
compare their results to a survey conducted in 1981 fo r Fortune m agazine in which  
the USA's 500 largest firm s w ere asked to  cite im portant locational attributes. 
These firms shared the Canadian concern w ith  good transportation facilities, net 
labor costs, and proxim ity to  customers. The Fortune 500 firms placed great 
importance on com m unity receptivity and state or local attitude tow ard  taxing
1R
Eva M ueller, Arnold W ilken, and M argare t W ood, Location Decisions and Industria l M o b ility  m 
M ichigan, (Institu te  of Social Research, Ann Arbor,1961) c ited  by Nourse, p. 16.
19Ponting and W aters , p. 739.
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industry, which would seem  to be at odds w ith the Faust M ichigan, and Canadian 
studies but in common w ith  Bartik's.20 Akin to  the others, though, this study 
places only secondary im portance on any sort of financing inducem ents and m inor 
w eight on the state and /or local incom e tax structure.21
In his study, Bartik used a logit m odel of location choice and found that state  
corporate incom e taxes did indeed affect the business location decision, at least 
with branch plants. He examined the decision to  locate a new branch plant in a 
given state using Dunn and Bradstreet data on individual firm  expansions. As 
independent variables, he used attributes such as percentage of unionization, land 
area, various tax rates (unem ploym ent insurance, corporate incom e and property  
tax, and workers' com pensation insurance rate), and other so c io -eco n o m ic  factors  
(education of population, miles of roads, construction costs and the  like). The 
m ost im portant determ inant of branch plant location appeared to be the am ount of 
unionization in the state, along w ith existing m anufacturing activ ity , corporate  
incom e taxes, and wages. The other variables proved insignificant!
Bartik's study makes location choice appear much m ore rational and 
researched than do the preceding articles. Y et neither the M ichigan study's 
personal choice factor nor the Canadian prior involvem ent e lem ent should be
20Perhaps it can be explained by the size d ifferences of the firm s in the  sam ple. O ne could im ag ine  
that the taxes on GE or IBM w ould  be larger and there fo re  m ore im portant than tho se  on a firm  w ith  
1 to 4 plants, such as m any in the M ichigan study, or on the m ajority  of firm s in the  C anadian  study, 
w hich required a m inim um  of 100 em ployees fo r inclusion. There m ight also be a question  of m oral 
hazard, w ith  firm s trying to  use the survey as a bargain ing chip for concessions. This is just 
conjecture, how ever.
21 Fortune M arket Research Survey Report, "W hy C orporate  Am erica M oves W h ere", Fortune, 1981. 
Survey conducted by Belknap Data Solutions Lim ited, cited in Ponting, pp. 7 3 8 -7 3 9 .
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interpreted as m eaning that those particular location decisions w ere made 
irrationally. IMourse points out that choosing a location on grounds of personal 
preference sim ply reflects the value the firm  ow ner places upon the non-pecuniary  
gains from  that place.22 More broadly, Ponting and W aters suggest that
...the location decision in a very complex one in which m any firm s have 
very specialized and /or idiosyncratic needs. Thus, the ability of public 
policies to influence locational decisions is tw ice constrained, first by the  
com plexity of the process and hence the absence of readily identifiable  
points of policy leverage, and secondly by unique or idiosyncratic 
locational needs that may be im perfectly addressed by broadly designed  
public policies.23
Bartik's article indicates that some policies, such as r ig h t-to -w o rk  legislation, may 
be influential in attracting industry. On the other hand, such efforts m ight a lienate  
a strongly pro -un ion  constituency to  the point w here the benefits of increased  
business activity m ight be outw eighed by the drawbacks of losing political office.
2.3. Cost-Benefit Analysis and Present Value Criteria
C ost-benefit analysis and the present value criteria are closely related. Both 
examine the excess of benefits over costs of a given project. In co s t-b en e fit  
analysis, the practitioner can sim ply subtract the costs from  the benefits to  
determ ine which is greater, or she can substitute the benefits and costs into the  
following formula:
22Nourse, p. 17.
n r i
Ponting and W aters , p. 739.
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T
s — 7
t=0  (1+i)
T  Ct
W *  (1+0*
where:
B{ = the benefits of the jth project at tim e t 
Ct = the costs of the jth project at tim e t 
i = the interest rate  
t = time
For the present value, a sim ilar form ula is used:
T
t=0
where: Bt = the benefits of the jth project at tim e t 
Ct = the costs of the jth project at tim e t 
i = the interest rate prevailing at the tim e the  
project was undertaken  
T = the life of the project
The co st-b en efit ratio yields a num ber whose value should be g reater than  
one if the benefits are greater than the costs and the project a rational use of 
funds, w hile the present value of a project is given in dollar term s. The project 
with the highest of either of these m easures would be undertaken first.
This study will use both the simple b en efit-co s t equation, in which costs are 
subtracted from  benefits, and the present value criterion. J. H irschleifer [H irshleifer
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58] found that the present value criteria's ability to  rem ain unambiguous in the  
face of variations in the fu ture interest rate, im aginary roots in the present value  
criteria, and oddities in the nature of the investm ent opportunity (high s tart-u p  and 
shut-dow n costs, fo r exam ple) far exceeded that of the other available m ethods, 
such as Keynes' internal rate of return. The present value also has the desirable  
quality of com putational ease relative to  the internal rate of return.
2.4. Logit Analysis of the Decision to Locate in the CBD
Conventional econom etric analysis tries to explain phenom ena which occur 
along a continuum, answering questions of "how much" to  produce or consume, to  
demand or supply. Questions of human choice, however, som etim es involve 
decisions which are not continuous but discrete, w ith answers of yes/no , 
for/against, to buy or not to  buy. Modeling these discrete responses is best done 
using a probabilistic qualitative response model.
Two choices are considered here: w hether or not to  locate in the CBD and 
w hether or not to participate in MRA programs. The responses are assumed to  
depend on the characteristics of the individual firm . Let the dependent variable, Y jf 
equals 1 if the firm  locates in the CBD or participate in the MRA, and 0 if it does 
not. The value of Y. is determ ined by the conditional probability of Y ; being 1 
given the various attributes contained in the independent variables.24 Following  
the m ethodology of T im othy Bartik, suppose that the probability of a firm 's
24Henry Yoshim ura, A Probabilis tic  Q ualita tive  Response Estim ation of the S patia l M arket for Pow der 
River Basin Coal, unpublished m aster's  thesis. University of M ontana, 1983, pp.3 9 -4 0 .
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decision to  locate in the CBD depends on the profits to be derived from  the  
characteristics of that site as com pared to those of any other. The probability o f a 
firm 's participation in the MRA depends on the profits to  be realized from  th a t 
course of action, which depend in turn upon the characteristics of the site, in 
particular, the dilapidation of the building. Thus, in either case, the profits o f firm  i 
at site j  are a function o f a vector of site characteristics as observed by the firm  
Xj, along with the disturbance term , e--:
P r o f i ts ^ B j 'X j  + exy
The error term  is assumed to be norm ally distributed around a zero mean, w hich  
allows us to  ignore it. With this assum ption, the probability of a firm 's locating in 
the CBD or participating in the MRA becom es the fo llow ing logit model:
V  F(B0+B1X 1j+B2 V - +BnX nj)
= [1 + e “(B0+B1X1j+B2X2j+ - +BnXnj]_1
The probability of firm  i locating at site /, the CBD, is seen to  be a function of the  
n -fo ld  aspects of the site, and a constant. Likewise, the probability of the firm  
participating in the MRA's program is a function of the same site and firm  
characteristics, assuming that the qualities of the site help to determ ine the scope  
of the project the firm  is willing and required to undertake. Theoretically, there are 
a very large num ber of observations on each site, which at the lim it, will approach  
infinity and thus resem ble the cum ulative normal probability function. Because the  
cum ulative logistic probability function is com putationally sim pler than the
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cum ulative normal function, and its results equally valid,25 this study w ill use the  
logit model based upon it.
The estim ation procedure attem pts to choose the & which would m axim ize  
the probability that the m odel would have given rise to  the observed pattern of 
choices (Yj), given the observations on X^. In this case, the  m ethod of choice is 
that of Maximum Likelihood, in which param eters are estim ated to  m axim ize the  
jo int probability of observing the sample values, or, m athem atically , PtYjX^].26 
These estim ates are consistent, asym ptotically norm ally distributed, and 
asym ptotically efficient.27
25 See Yoshim ura, pages 4 3 -5 2 , for a detailed  discussion of the d ifferences b etw een  the  tw o  
distributions.
26 A. Koutsoyiannis, Theory of E conom etrics, 2nd edition , (Barnes &  Noble Books, T o to w a , NJ, 1977), 
pi438. Cited in Yoshim ura, p. 50.
27 R. Pindyck and 0 . Rubinfeid, Econom etric  M odels and Econom ic Forecasts, (M c G ra w -H ill, N ew  
York) 1981. Cited in Yoshim ura, p.51.
Chapter 3 
Chapter III: The Data
A series of fa c e -to -fa c e  interviews w ith Missoula business-ow ners provided  
most of the data fo r this paper. This chapter discusses the selection and in terview  
process, the m ethod of collecting the data, and the biases which may be present.
3.1. Selection of Businesses
Selecting the firm s for the study was a m u lti-s tep  process. The City 
Engineers Office m aintains records of all individuals and businesses w ho obtain  
building permits. From these files, the name of the firm  and the date and type of 
project w ere obtained. Because the Engineering Office keeps its records by street 
address, a list of streets on which renovation had occurred was com piled. This list 
was expanded as it becam e evident that too  few  projects had been undertaken on 
the streets in the original group. In the end, the surveyed businesses w ere  located  
on the fo llow ing streets: Broadway, Brooks, Front, Higgins, Kensington, Main, Pine, 
Russell, Ryman, South, Spruce, and South Third. In addition to location on one of 
these streets, the business must have obtained a building perm it betw een January  
1984 and July 1988.
The second step involved classifying the type of project which had been  
undertaken. Because of the interest in the neighborhood externality of blight, the  
project must have altered the exterior of the building, even by adding a dorm er or
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replacing a w indow. This requirem ent also helped assure a degree of uniform ity  
among the d ifferent projects, in that each would have initially qualified fo r MRA  
funds, which required exterior alteration. In terior renovations w ere thus excluded, 
as w ere those projects which had not obtained a building perm it, either through  
ignorance of the law  or because the project did not involve structural change.28
Firms w ere grouped by location: those within the CBD w ho used the MRA's 
programs (MCBD), those within the CBD w ho did not use the MRA (NMRA), and 
those outside the CBD (NCBD). This study's definition of the CBD changed slightly  
from that used by the Missoula Planning Board in the ir earlier report (see page 6, 
footnote). In one particular case, the business-ow ner's definition of dow ntow n  
excluded his firm  by one block, although the Planning Board would have included  
it.29 For the purposes of this study, dow ntow n includes the area betw een M adison  
Street on the east, Spruce Street up to  Pattee and the B urlington-N orthern  tracks  
on the north, Orange Street to South Third S treet on the w est, and on the south, 
Third to  Myrtle, up Myrtle to Roosevelt and Connell, Gerald to  S. Fifth East and 
along that street to Madison [Figure3—1 ]. Using the term ino logy defined above, 
MCBD and NMRA firm s are those w ithin this boundary; NCBD are those outside it.
Only locally-ow ned  businesses, or ones w here the m anager had a great deal 
of autonom y, w ere considered. O u t-o f-to w n  owners w ere unavailable fo r a
28
A coat of paint can a lter a building's appearance greatly , but one need not obtain  a building  
perm it b efo re  applying it.
29The in te rv ie w e r fe lt it only proper to d efer to the ow ner's  sense that he w as not in the  cen tra l 
business d istrict.
F ig u re  3 -1 : Boundaries of the Central Business District
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personal interview , except on the telephone, and the questionnaire had not been  
designed with telephone interviews in mind. In addition, absentee owners m ight 
not be influenced by the neighborhood dynamics of Missoula, so the sp in -o ff 
effects of revitalization would have had less im pact on the ir renovation decision.
The tim e period of 1984 through 1988 brought som e problem s. An interval 
longer than five years w ould have been preferable fo r tracking em ploym ent and 
identifying other trends, but that proved to be impossible for tw o reasons. First, 
the MRA did not begin significant renovation w ork until 1983. Secondly, before  
1984, the m ethod of recording building perm its at the City Engineering D epartm ent 
was sporadic and unreliable. Beginning in 1984, all docum ents pertaining to  a 
given project w ere m icrofilm ed, and, although they can be d ifficult to  read, the  
inform ation is much m ore com plete and dependable.
Five years m ay be too long an interval. The optim al study m ight involve
interview s w ith  45 business owners who began the ir projects on the sam e day or
year, in order to  m inim ize the im pact of changes in business cycles and larger 
econom y. The size of the Missoula area and business com m unity, however, 
preclude this.
Lastly, a firm  had to be in operation at the tim e of the study. Several 
am bitious and suitable projects had been undertaken by businesses which had 
subsequently failed. Although the owners may have remained in the area, the  
small sample size required the m ost com plete inform ation possible, especially  
regarding em ploym ent and property tax generation. Failed firms would be unable 
to  provide this. The sample is thus biased toward successful investm ents, but at
least the bias is uniform for all three groups.
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Having m et these criteria, the firm s were listed by year. From each year, 
three businesses in each group, or nine firm s in ail, w ere chosen. The m ethod  
was far from  random. In som e cases, only three firm s which m et the criteria  
existed, which m eant all w ere interviewed. In o ther cases, the ow ner was on 
vacation, or did not return frequent telephone calls. These w ere excluded. One 
individual refused to  grant an interview . In this manner, an approxim ation of 
randomness ensued. W hen the th ree  individuals in a given year's group {MCBD, 
NMRA, NCBD) had been interviewed, the process of finding subjects in that group  
would switch to another year.
The interviews, which lasted between 15 minutes and an hour, usually 
occurred at the business. The in terview ee was assured of confidentiality, and 
because of this, no businesses or interviewees are m entioned by name. A list of 
questions can be found in Appendix A.
3.2. Other Data Sources
One item of data that was unavailable from  interview s was property tax  
generation. Although owners w ere asked this question in the interview , very few  
could recall the figure and even when they did, it was confounded by inclusion of 
SID's (Special Im provem ent Districts fo r lighting and parking). Since property tax 
increase is a primary reason behind municipal redevelopm ent efforts, taxes had to 
be measured as accurately as possible.
Property taxes are com puted using the follow ing form ula which allows all 
levels of governm ent to  interfere:
Taxes = Market Value * Taxable Percentage * Mill Levy
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The County establishes the m arket value of a given structure and site through the  
Appraiser's Office. The taxable percentage, based on one of tw enty classes of use, 
is set by the Legislature. The City Council sets the mill levy.30
The County Assessor's office provided access to  property taxes for
1984-1988. SID levies and any other city attachm ents w ere  ignored, because they  
vary so w idely. W ithin the CBD, some firms pay SID's fo r lighting and fo r parking 
in order to  allow  their custom ers free parking places. Outside the CBD, this rarely  
happens. Using the tax bill which the business ow ner actually pays, then, would  
have introduced bias. To reduce this, only the taxes on the real estate and the  
structure itself w ere used.
Property taxes are assessed with a lag. Any im provem ents com pleted  this 
year are appraised and the increased value in the  property is reflected in the  taxes  
of the fo llow ing year. All appraisals on renovated property must be com pleted  by 
January of the year after the project was begun. This means that renovations  
conducted in 1988 would not be reflected in property taxes until 1989. If the
project is not finished at the tim e of the appraisal, the value of the  work
com pleted to that date is assessed and the property reappraised the fo llow ing
year.
The m arket value of m ost downtown land in Missoula has stayed relatively
30 C onversation w ith  Jim Fairbanks, D irector, M issoula County Assessor's O ffice, M issoula , MT, 
O ctober 31, 1988.
constant since the early '80's.31 It is the taxable percentage which changes. Every 
five years, all real estate in the state is reappraised to reflect changing m arket 
conditions. This last occurred in 1986, affecting the property tax generation of 
projects undertaken in 1985. To keep tax paym ents unchanged, the Legislature  
com pensated for increased s ta te -w id e  m arket value w ith a low er taxable  
percentage on each class. The taxable percentage on com m ercial class 4 real 
estate, w ith which this paper is concerned, dropped from  8.55% to 3.86% . Because 
of the general stability of m arket values in Missoula County, property tax revenues  
actually decreased overall, despite the legislature's efforts to stabilize them . In 
som e cases, despite 1985 im provem ents, 1986 tax collection decreased due to the  
overall change in the property value. One can only surmise that tax receipts  
would have dropped even low er w ithout th e  renovations.
In o ther cases, tax receipts will drop despite continuity in the m arket value  
and taxable percentage. This is due to  the dynamic nature of the  tax base. 
Renovation offsets the annual depreciation th a t occurs as the structure ages and 
loses its value, but som etim es the project in question is not large enough to  raise 
the appraised property value above the am ount of depreciation. The pro ject may  
only serve to  slow a decline. A coat of paint, an awning, or a flo w er box, although  
it may not appear on the tax rolls, m ay nonetheless affect the investm ent 
decisions o f nearby business owners through the neighborhood  
externality /sp illover effect. Such a small change may slow or even reverse a 
general trend of under-m aintenance.
31 C onversation  w ith  Steve W ake, M issoula County Appraiser's Office, M issoula, M T, 5 N o vem ber  
1988.
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The lag in property tax assessm ent com plicated data gathering because of 
the nine projects initiated in 1988. Initially, the property taxes on these nine 
projects w ere unobtainable because the reappraisals would not be com pleted until 
January of 1989. However, the appraisers had com pleted updates fo r three of the  
projects, and three m ore could be estim ated from  records at the  MRA. These 
estim ates com e d irectly  from  the Appraiser's Office and should be free from  bias. 
To cope w ith the th ree  missing cases, the fo llow ing m ethod was employed:
1. For all projects with com plete inform ation, the difference in taxes 
before and after renovation was com puted, D = A -B
2. The new level of taxes was taken to be a function of the cost of the  
renovation, A = F(Cost)
3. For all projects, the new level of taxes was regressed against the cost 
of the renovation, A = a + B(Cost). B was expected to  be positive and 
significant, assum ptions which were proved correct. Estim ated B was  
significant at the 95%  level.
4. For the missing projects, the values of a and B w ere  substituted into  
the equation above to  yield an estim ated new level of taxes. From this, 
the approxim ate difference in taxes could be com puted.
A second data item unavailable from  the interview s was the  construction  
wage rate. N on-construction  wages posed no problem, as business owners  
provided the necessary data. Due to  the poor m em ories of business owners, the  
presence of sub-contractors, and the different types of w orkers involved in any 
given project, the individual construction w age rate for each job was difficult to 
find. Therefore, the  scale established in the handbook for s ta te -fu n d ed  pro jects32
32 M ontana S tate  D epartm ent of Labor and Industry, Em ploym ent R elations Division, G uide To  
Construction W ages According to the  Davis^Bacon A ct, (G overnm ent Printing Office, Helena, MT.) 
January, 1989.
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was used. This book lists all the possible crafts which can be involved in a 
construction project and gives the corresponding union scale wage. It is broken 
down by region to reflect of co s t-o f-liv in g  differences. The average construction  
w age was com puted by averaging the w age rates fo r the different crafts. W hile 
this m ight seem a fairly crude approach, any closer approxim ation would entail 
finding and interview ing at least 45 subcontractors for projects com pleted up to 
five years ago.
The average obtained through this process, $13.83 per hour, is on the low  
end of the construction scale. This is due to the num ber of com paratively lo w -  
paying ($5.95 to $9.95 per hour) construction jobs counterbalancing the h ig h er- 
paying ($18.95 and $21.95 per hour) ones. This procedure m ay underestim ate the  
num ber of higher paying skilled positions created by a given project, but it is 
consistent w ith the intent of providing a conservative evaluation of the im pact of 
redevelopm ent.
3.3. Biases
Survey data is always subject to  the biases of recall, in terview er personality, 
saliency, and m isrepresentation. In this study, few  questions could be construed  
as threatening to the subject, since they concerned a project in which he or she 
had some am ount of pride. One individual preferred not to answer the question  
on the size o f a bank loan, but no one else refused to respond to  any question.
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Few questions had socially desirable answers,33 which also increases the reliability  
of the response.
Recall bias, of course, is present. Individuals rem em ber recent events much 
m ore clearly than those of the  m ore distant past, and tend to  te lescope the past, 
collapsing a num ber of previous events into a short tim e span. This particularly  
affected the question regarding the num ber of renovations w ithin sight of the  
business in the years before, during, and after the business's own rem odeling. 
Although the subject was "led" back to  that tim e through questions regarding  
increasingly distant events, this item  produced a w ide range of responses even 
from  firms on the same block. Since we are concerned with the perceptions of 
the renovator, rather than an objective number, this should not affect the results 
severely.
Recall bias may have affected the  m em ory of the length o f the construction  
period and num ber of construction workers. Som e individuals com bined the actual 
construction tim e w ith tim e spent dem olishing an existing structure. This is 
understandable, but the Building Office issues separate permits for each process. 
The project is dated from  the issue of the construction permit, even though the 
business ow ner may believe that the process had been under way for a 
considerably longer time.
33 Questions regarding such subjects as spouse abuse, in tegration , and w om en 's  rights som etim es  
produce responses geared m ore tow ard  w h a t is perceived as correct than w h a t the respondent 
actua lly  believes. Seym our Sudm an and N orm an  M. Bradburn, Response Effects m Surveys: A Review  
and Synthesis. (Aldine Publishing Co., Chicago, IL., 1974), pp. 1 1 9 -1 2 8 , passim.
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The problem  w ith  recalling numbers of construction workers, especially w hen  
several sub-contractors  w ere involved, is reduced by the use of ranges in the  
answers. Subjects w ere  asked w hether less than 5, 6 -1 0 , 11 -15 , or m ore than 16 
people worked on the ir job, which hopefully reduced the bias.
A few  questions m ay have been affected by saliency bias. People recall 
events which interest them  much more clearly than they do those which do not 
affect them . The num ber of renovations question m ay be influenced by this. A  
business ow ner m ay not have noticed neighborhood change before he or she 
rem odeled. Once the renovation investm ent had been made, the individual m ay  
have been much m ore aware of neighborhood redevelopm ent. But, as stated  
above, perceived neighborhood change is m ore im portant in this study than actual 
numbers of renovations.
The problem of interview er bias should be m inimal. Since all the in terview s  
were conducted by the same person within a tw o -m o n th  tim e period, consistency  
of delivery can be assumed. Studies cited by Sudman [Sudman 74] have shown  
that the sex, race, class, and age of the in terv iew er have a m inor effect on 
response unless the questions asked pertain directly to  one of these  
characteristics. A w om an interviewing a man on w om en's issues, or a black 
in terview er asking a w h ite  subject about race relations w ould tend to  introduce a 
bias tow ard acceptable, "pleasing" answers. Since the sex, race, class, and age of 
the interview er did not enter into the questions in any way, this bias probably does 
not affect the data.
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3.4. Other Considerations
Since this study involves tim e-series  data, the price level may have changed. 
This would affect the real w age rates, making wages in earlier projects w orth  more 
than the same w age in a later one. This should not be a m ajor consideration, 
however, because inflation has been a reasonably low  and uniform 4%  per year 
during the period of the study. Although this m eans that there could be an error of 
20%, the stability of the m inim um  w age seem ed to indicate that the price level has 
not changed to such an extent that wages had responded markedly. Nor has 
Missoula suddenly faced a labor shortage. The m ajority of the businesses  
interviewed em ploy skilled, retail, or service workers, of which Missoula has an 
ample supply. Wages, therefore, should be com parable across the 5 years.
The data includes three anom alous cases, which w ere inevitable due to  the  
small num ber of firms suitable fo r interview  com pared to the num ber of interview s  
which had to  be conducted. The accom panying table [Table 3 -1 ]  show s the  
num ber of possible interview  subjects com pared to the actual num ber needed for 
each group in each year.
The anom alous firm s exhibited either radical increases or sharp decreases in firm  
scale and size of the w ork force. Despite these deviations from  Missoula's  
historical trend of slow but positive growth, these firm s w ere included in the  study 
for lack of an alternative.
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Tab le  3-1: Size of Sam ple Com pared to  Valid Cases in Population
MCBD NMRA NCBD
Year Sampled Valid Sampled Valid Sampled Valid
1984 3 4 3 6 3 3
1985 3 4 3 10 3 9
1986 3 3 3 5 3 3
1987 3 4 3 3 3 5
1988 3 3 3 3 3 3
All
Years 15 19 15 27 15 23
Two of the firms significantly reduced the size of their operations at the tim e  
of their renovation. These businesses w ere both in the non-CBD area and involved  
in the large consum er durable retail m arke t a characteristic which made them  
particularly sensitive to uncertainty about the local econom y. They had o v e r-  
expanded earlier, and w ere  forced to reduce the scale of their operations in order 
to  increase efficiency and, thereby, profits. One firm  term inated 39 positions and 
the other, eight, and the im pact on the em ploym ent data is pronounced.
Two m ethods have been used to cope with this situation. Som etim es, tw o  
sets of figures w ere com puted, one including all cases and one w ith  the outliers  
excluded. W hen this occurs, it will be plainly marked. In others, the median will 
be included along w ith the mean. The median has the advantage of being fairly  
immune to the effects of large outliers in a sample, or robust, w hile  the mean  
becomes unreliable in such a situation.
One of the projects entailed an increase in em ploym ent which was unusually 
large relative to  the Missoula econom y. The establishm ent of this very large firm  
skewed the distribution upward. When dealing w ith the entire sam ple, this firm
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acts as a counterbalance to the tw o m entioned above, but when individual groups  
are exam ined, its presence is m ore noticeable. This firm will not be excluded from  
calculations because it is only due to  the sampling procedure that just one of 
these large establishm ents was surveyed. Several others exist in that group and 
could have been included.
The m ethod used to finance the project is of interest. The im portance of the  
renovation decision and the relatively large am ount of m oney it cost helped  
subjects rem em ber it vividly. W hen a project was financed through a bank loan, 
the individual recalled the amount, term , and interest rate clearly. Quite a few  
individuals, however, financed their rem odeling from  savings. In this case, the ir  
cost is not interest paid to  the bank, but opportunity cost of the foregone interest 
on their savings. The Keynesian internal rate of return would have allowed greater  
recognition of this opportunity cost than does the present value criterion, but fo r  
consistency across all cases in this study, the average rate for s ix -m onth  T -b ills  in 
the year of the project will be used to reflect this cost. A lthough this m ay m ay  
differ from  the rate the depositor had received, it is in keeping w ith  the attem pt to  
m easure the costs and benefits of redevelopm ent critically.
Tw o firms obtained loans w ith varying interest rates. Usually these are 
pegged to  the T -b ill rate or to a fixed num ber of percentage points above the  
bank's prime rate. The average rate fo r all firm s in that year was com puted and 
used as a proxy. Given the uncertainty about future m ovem ents in the interest 
rate, this figure seem s to be acceptable.
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3.5. Explanatory Variables of the Logit Model
Many logit programs in com puter packages require explanatory variables that 
are continuous. The locational data from  the survey, unfortunately, was recorded  
on a scale from  1 to 5, indicating strength of feeling. These discrete observations  
w ere averaged w ith sim ilar ones in order to make them  continuous, even if only 
over a lim ited range. The variables used in the analysis are listed below  [Table 
3 -2 ].
Tab le  3-2: Variable List
Variable Definition
Expected
Effect Source
Cost Interest rate and 
cost of space
— Interview
Neighborhood Nearby businesses 
and traffic vo lum e
+ Interview
Space Need fo r parking, amount 
of space,crowding,available  
parking, and floorspace
Interview
Appearance Neighborhood  
im provem ents and 
dilapidation of building
Interview
These aggregated variables w ere  averages of the original ones. This method
had the advantage of conserving on degrees of freedom , which w ere at a prem ium  
due to  the small sample size.
It was expected that the Cost variable would exert a negative im pact on the  
decision to locate in the CBD, as land and buildings are less expensive in the  
outlying areas. If the cost of space w ere extrem ely im portant to the business 
owner, he or she would have to  locate outside the CBD because that land is
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approxim ately o ne-th ird  the price of land in the city center. While the interest rate 
does not change with location, the im portance of that consideration m ay influence  
location preference. Again, a firm  whose ow ner fe lt strongly about m inim izing the  
interest paid on a loan w ould probably choose the least expensive area in which to  
build, already defined as th a t outside the CBD.
The im portance of neighborhood considerations would incline a business 
ow ner tow ard the CBD, because of the proxim ity of o ther firms and the tendency  
of the Dow ntow n Association to organize group activities and prom otions, which  
foster both a sense of com m unity and increased profits. The Southgate Mall 
Merchants' Association serves the same function, but this study was designed  
expressly to  exclude the mall. Aside from  these tw o, there are no coordinating  
associations fo r any o ther m erchant groups in the city. Traffic volum e, one of the  
com ponents of this variable, would seem to incline a m erchant to  the area outside  
the CBD. Traffic is m ore consistently heavy on Rt. 93 than in the dow ntow n, but 
the study is not concerned with absolutes. The question referred to  the  
im portance of the perceived volume of foot and bicycle as well as autom obile  
traffic in location choice, rather than the num ber of cars per hour on the street 
outside.
The Space variable w ould w ork against dow ntow n location, as space is much  
more available outside the CBD. This increased availability leads to a low er price, 
as discussed with reference to  the Cost variable above. All the questions which  
make up this variable referred to the im portance of the physical am ount of space, 
not to the actual square foo tage of the site.
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The tw o  com ponents of the Appearance variable may seem to work against 
one another, since an improving neighborhood m ight be attractive but a 
dilapidated building certainly would not be so. It must be rem em bered th a t the  
data regarded the im portance of building dilapidation in the location decision. A 
building which looked fine on the strip m ight appear quite shabby when next to  
the new ly-c leaned  brick of the Knowles block or near the Northern Pacific depot. 
The proxim ity of other buildings in the CBD m ight em phasize a structure's  
dilapidation. Secondly, because the older structures are located in the CBD, they  
have a tendency to  be more run down. Lastly,in many cases, the only w ay to  
afford a building in an improving district is to  buy one that has not yet been  
improved. Either the renovated structures will be occupied by the businesses 
which renovated them , or the investor who does the w ork will have leasehold  
interests on hand. A la te -co m er will have little choice but to  refurbish his o r her 
own building. The building m ight therefore be dilapidated and yet that very tra it 
may have been an im portant factor in the attractive power o f the CBD, because it 
allowed the m erchant to  enter a desirable neighborhood affordably.
The business in which a firm  is involved m ight also serve to incline a 
business tow ard location in or out of the CBD. As has been discussed, certain  
operations are alm ost precluded from  location in the CBD due to noise generation, 
space requirem ents or specialized transport needs. The lim itations of the available  
com puter software, SPSSx,34 with regards to the data made it difficult, if not
34The Logit p rocedure on SPSSx requires th a t the explanatory  variables be continuous and n um eric , 
w hile  the data w as a lphabetic  and d iscrete.
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impossible, to include this variable. The Space variable acts as a proxy to som e 
degree; obviously, a car dealer would list space as a very im portant quality fo r a 
site to  possess, w hile a boutique owner would be less concerned w ith  it. 
Hopefully, later studies can incorporate this variable into a sim ilar analysis.
Chapter 4 
Analysis and Results
Part o f the rationale for dow ntow n redevelopm ent is the correction of the  
m arket failure connected w ith the econom ic inefficiencies of urban sprawl, which  
this paper calls Type A. M ore jobs in the CBD helps to encourage full and effic ient 
use of that area's existing infrastructure. As the num ber of people w orking in the  
CBD increases, the sp in -o ff effects of n o o n -tim e  errands and meals out increases, 
and small businesses spring up. Frequently, these business owners renovate the ir  
buildings as they com pete to attract custom ers and Type B m arket failure, the  
neighborhood externality problem, is also reduced. If the MRA is exerting a 
noticeable influence on downtown, benefits from  the projects o f MCBD firm s  
should exceed that in either of the other tw o  groups. This is a strict test. The  
MRA will have served its purpose if it inspired any investm ent in the CBD over th a t 
which would have occurred. Since it is im possible to  measure w hat w ould have 
happened, the NCBD and MIMRA firm s are used as references. This m ay w ork  to  
bias the results against the MRA, because the strip is thriving and the NMRA  
investm ents may have been triggered by MCBD projects. Since the aim of this 
study is conservative estim ation of the MRA's contribution to CBD revitalization, 
this strict test does not appear to be overly harsh.
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4.1. Job Creation by Classification
The survey requested inform ation on the number of em ployees both before  
and after the renovation project. These w ere grouped in six d ifferent categories. 
Clerical workers included secretaries, legal secretaries, and bookkeepers. Skilled 
implied that the workers w ere trained but did not have a professional degree, such 
as bakers, installers of car w indshields, or mechanics. The professional category  
included those who had obtained a professional degree, such as doctors, lawyers, 
dentists and optom etrists, and, in the case of artists, those who m ade the ir livings 
with the ir art rather than pursuing it as amateurs. Service workers w ere prim arily  
waiters and waitresses. Retail covered those individuals em ployed in retail sales. 
Some of these received an hourly w age, others a commission. Sem i-skilled , the 
final category, applied to  laborer-type  jobs, dishwashers, janitors, and washers of 
cars. In m any cases, this categorization schem e involved some necessary lim itation  
of the scope of a person's responsibilities, but it appeared the only w ay to achieve  
a degree of com parability across the sample.
As a project's benefits, the MRA counts the number of jobs "retained" in the  
CBD as w ell as the num ber created. Retained jobs are defined as those jobs which  
previously existed at the firm , as well as a certain num ber estim ated to arise from  
what the agency saw as a m ultiplier effect. This study chose not to  fo llow  this 
exact approach in measuring job creation fo r tw o reasons. First, calculating an 
accurate m ultiplier in order to estim ate the sp in -o ff jobs from  a project was 
beyond the im m ediate scope of this study. Given the small size of m ost of the 
firms, the impact of the m ultiplier would probably be quite small. Secondly,
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counting previously-existing jobs as a benefit of renovation implies that the jobs 
would have disappeared w ithout the project. In the survey, business owners w ere  
asked w hat they would have done w ithout the renovation and only 5 of the 45 
opted fo r the choice "Closed the  Business" or "Moved Elsewhere". In the results  
reported here, a category called "created and retained" is included. These retained  
positions are confined to jobs that previously existed at the  firm , in deference to  
the MRA's contention that they would have m oved elsew here. These figures  
appear only as a com panion to  the "created" category, w hich lists only the jobs 
due to the renovation project. In a strict evaluation of the benefits of renovation, 
only these jobs are unquestionably due to the project. In all cases, "created" 
applies to  staff and construction jobs arising from  the renovation; "retained" jobs 
are previously-existing staff positions. The category "Retained and Created" refers  
to the total num ber of staff positions currently at the firm , as w ell as those  
construction jobs which arose during the process of renovation.
Ten of the 45 business owners in the study renovated a building in order to  
start a business. Thus, only 35 businesses had pre-ex is ting  jobs to retain. The  
follow ing table [Table 4 -1 ]  details the jobs which were created as opposed to  
those created and retained. The first column for each group shows the mean  
num ber of jobs of that type per project, the second, the total num ber of positions 
in that category. When the 15 firm s only create one clerical position, as occurred  
with the MCBD businesses, the mean will be very small indeed. Inform ation for 
the NCBD firm s and for all businesses is presented both w ith  and w ithout the firm s  
which scaled back their operations. When the loss of 47 positions is excluded, job 
creation for the NCBD group turns from  negative to positive.
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Tab le  4-1 : Job Creation by Type
Created Positions
MCBD NMRA NCBD All Firms NCBD* All Firm s*
Type Mean Jobs Mean Jobs Mean Jobs Mean Jobs Mean Jobs Mean Jobs
Cler 0.07 1 0.20 3 -0 .47 -7 -0 .07 -3 0 0 0.09 4
Skil 0.67 10 1.40 21 -0 .13 -2 0.64 29 0.38 5 0.84 36
Prof 1.60 24 0.53 8 0.20 3 0.78 35 0.38 5 0.86 37
Serv 4.90 74 0.80 12 0.87 13 2.20 99 1.00 13 2.30 99
Retl 0.80 12 0.30 5 -1 .07 -1 6 0.01 1 0.69 9 0.59 26
Semi 0.27 4 0.27 4 0.33 5 0.29 13 0.84 11 0.44 19
Const 7.30 110 4.00 60 4.30 65 5.20 235 NA NA NA NA
Total
Staff 8.30 125 3.50 52 -0 .27 -4 3.80 173 3.30 43 5.10 220
Total
w /C on  15.70 235 7.50 112 4.10 61 9.10 408 7.80 102 10.40 449
Created & Retained Positions
MCBD NMRA NCBD All Firms NCBD* All Firm s*
Type Mean Jobs Mean Jobs Mean Jobs Mean Jobs Mean Jobs Mean Jobs
Cler 1.07 16 0.67 10 0.53 8 0.76 34 0.62 8 0.79 34
Skil 1.47 22 2.73 41 1.47 22 1.89 85 1.40 18 1.90 81
Prof 4.20 63 1.40 21 1.73 26 2.40 110 1.70 63 2.50 106
Serv 6.47 97 2.00 30 1.40 21 3.29 148 1.62 21 3.40 148
Retl 1.87 28 0.97 14 1.73 26 1.52 69 1.80 24 1.50 67
Semi 0.33 5 0.27 4 1.13 17 0.58 26 1.46 19 0.65 28
Const 7.30 110 4.00 60 4.30 65 5.20 235 NA NA NA NA
Total
Staff 15.40 231 7.93 119 8.00 120 10.40 470 8.60 112 10.70 462
Total
w /C on22.70 341 11.90 179 12.30 185 15.70 705 13.10 171 16.10 691
*: Indicates exclusion of the 2 retrenching firm s  
NA: Not Applicable
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Clearly, the MCBD firm s created far m ore new positions than did either of the  
other groups. The variation among the individual firm s was so large, however, th a t 
only a few  differences w ere  significant. Differences in total created em ploym ent, 
including construction, w ere  significant at the 95%  level fo r MCBD and NCBD and 
at 89%  for MCBD and NMRA. W hen the NCBD retrenching firm s are excluded, the  
difference from  MCBD drop to the 87% significance level. D ifferences in to tal 
created staff em ploym ent w ere significant at the 91%  level betw een MCBD and 
NCBD. Differences in the creation of clerical positions betw een MCBD and NCBD 
w ere significant at the 84.5% level, between NMRA and NCBD at 91.3%, and 
between NMRA and NCBD with retrenching firm s excluded, at 90.6%. Differences  
in skilled position creation w ere significant at 95.9%  for NMRA and NCBD, a level 
which dropped to 87.3%  when the firms which scaled back the ir operations w ere  
excluded. MCBD clearly created m ore professional positions than the others; the  
differences w ere significant at 81.9%  between MCBD and NMRA, at 90.6% betw een  
MCBD and NCBD, and at 85.8%  between the same tw o when the retrenching firm s  
are not included. Construction jobs proved significantly d ifferent between MCBD  
and NMRA (98.8%) and betw een MCBD and NCBD (95.8%). There is not reason to  
exclude the retrenching firm s here, because their hiring practices with respect to  
construction firms are consistent w ith the general trend.
The differences betw een groups in created and retained positions are very  
slight, except for the total position category with construction jobs included. Here, 
the number of construction workers and the large staffs of the MCBD firm s  
combine to make the difference significant at m ore than 90%  for MCBD and NMRA
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(93.8% ), MCBD and NCBD (92.7%), and MCBD and NCBD w ithout retrenching firm s  
(90.0%).
The ten firm s which w ere newly established frequently hired fairly large w ork  
forces, o ffsetting the more m odest em ploym ent increases of the p re-ex is ting  
businesses. The predom inant presence of new  firm s in the MCBD group m ay  
contribute to  the large num ber of positions created there. That the NMRA firm s  
increased the ir clerical workers by a significant number may be attributed to  the  
nature of the firm s. Most businesses in the NMRA group w ere sm aller operations  
with a small w ork  force. Once business had increased to a certain level, the  
ow ner was able to  shift the burden of book-keeping and reception w ork to  another 
individual. Both MCBD and NCBD businesses w ere large enough that they already  
em ployed a book-keeper/secretary  at the tim e of their renovation and did not need  
to  hire another one.
The NMRA firm s also hired more skilled workers than the o ther groups. 
Many of these businesses provided goods or services which required skilled  
workers to produce; baked goods, arts and antiques, fine printing and the  like. 
W hen such a business expands, it will hire m ore skilled workers to  help it produce  
its product.
The MCBD businesses clearly tended to  be professional or service oriented, 
as can be seen in their hiring. Given the high num ber of construction jobs created  
by these firms, one can believe that these projects tended to be m ore extensive  
than those of the other firms. These businesses may have had more m oney and 
more tim e and seen their renovation as a quantum  leap in business size, often  
involving a m ove to  new quarters or a major addition.
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Knowing the types of positions created is intriguing, but it is also necessary  
to  examine the wages these paid. Has greater job growth occurred am ong MCBD 
firm s at the cost of low er wages? Inform ation was collected about average wages  
for em ployees, using the fo llow ing bands: less than $3.50, $3.50 to $5.00, $5.01 to  
$7.50, and over $7.50. To guard against the possibility that a business ow ner 
m ight round his or her wages up to give a better impression to  the  interview er, 
and to estim ate benefits conservatively, the fo llow ing wages w ere  used in 
calculation: $3.35 (Federal and Montana m inimum w age), $3.50, $5.01, and $7.51. 
For som e positions, especially professional ones, even the $7.51 figure is low, but 
this is an acceptable bias.
The fo llow ing tab le [Table 4 -2 ]  details the hourly w age before and after 
renovation.
Tab le  4 -2 : P re- and Post-Pro ject W ages, in Dollars
Pre-Pro ject Post-Project
Group Mean Std.Dev Med. Mean Std.Dev Med.
MCBD 6.21 1.67 7.50 6.21 1.67 7.50
NMRA 5.36 1.80 5.00 4.50 1.60 3.50
NCBD 6.20 1.60 7.50 5.60 1.60 5.00
All
Firms 5.94 1.70 7.50 5.47 1.74 5.00
Although the NCBD and MCBD firm s paid wages alm ost a dollar higher than those  
of NMRA before renovation, the difference is not statistically significant due to  the  
variation in the sample. It is interesting to observe, however, that the m edian of 
the NMRA w age almost coincides w ith the mean, indicating a d istribution which  
close resembles the norm al curve, while the distributions of the o ther tw o are 
skewed to the right.
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A fter renovation, wages change substantially except for those in the MCBD 
group. In all respects, the wage fo r those firm s is unchanged. The decreases in 
the NCBD and NMRA wages are marked, 50 and 80 cents, and differences betw een  
means becom e significant. The difference betw een MCBD and NMRA is significant 
at 97.9%, but that betw een NCBD and MCBD does not even reach the 70%  level. 
NMRA and NCBD differ significantly at 89.1%, which presents the interesting  
spectacle of the tw o  downtown firm s differing m ore from  one another than e ither  
does from  firm s outside the CBD. This is undoubtedly due to  the num ber o f highly  
paid workers, either salaried or on com m ission, in many of the businesses in the  
MCBD and NCBD groups. The NMRA firm s hired skilled, hourly labor, m any of 
whom  m ight have required training and thus earned a low er initial wage. In any 
event, it is clear th a t the NMRA and NCBD firm s created jobs at less than the  
average wage.
4.2. Income Generation from Jobs
Jobs are im portant not simply from the personal view point, but also from  
that of society. The local econom y benefits from  a high em ploym ent rate. W elfare  
payments fall and the m ultiplier spreads the im pact of the incom e throughout the  
com m unity. Tables [4 -3 ] and [4 -4 ] shows the annual w age bill in thousands of 
dollars fo r the jobs created by the renovation projects. These w ere calculated  
using the numbers of positions and the w age rates from  the section above. 
Employers w ere asked w hether the positions w ere  seasonal or fu ll-tim e; p a rt-tim e  
laborers w ere  assumed to  work 26 weeks each year and fu ll-t im e  em ployees 50
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weeks. The position was m ultiplied by the hourly w age rate, 40 hours (20 if the  
position was part-tim e), and the num ber of weeks assumed to  be worked, arriving  
at the annual w age bill. The "Retained and Created" section includes incom e from  
previously-existing jobs as w ell as that from  created positions, in deference to  the  
theory that the jobs would have gone elsewhere w ithou t the project. The 
"Created" column counts incom e only from  those positions which evolved directly  
from  the renovations.
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Table 4 -3 : (Dollar Value of Created Jobs ($1,000s)
Seasonal Construction Staff
Group Mean S.D. Total Mean S.D. Total Mean S.D. Total
MCBD 0.3 1.3 5.2 89.0 124.4 1335.4 66.9 91.9 1003.7
NMRA 0 0 0 18.1 14.7 271.8 28.2 25.7 423.0
NCBD 1.1 3.1 17.6 24.7 42.0 370.8 -21 .6 161.8 -3 2 5 .3
All
Firms 0.5 2.0 22.8 43.9 81.2 1978.1 24.4 108.5 1101.4
NCBD* 1.3 3.3 17.6 NA NA NA 28.4 27.2 369.6
All
Firms* 0.5 2.0 22.8 NA NA NA 41.7 60.0 1796.4
All Firms
Group Mean S.D. Total
MCBD 155.9 208.5 2339.1
NMRA 46.3 32.3 694.9
NCBD 45.5 170.5 45.5
All
Firms 68.4 156.6 3079.0
NCBD* 53.9 59.0 701.4
All
Firm s* 86.8 128.9 3735.5
Vindicates exclusion of 2 retrenching firms from  calculation
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Tab le  4 -4 : (Dollar Value of Created &  Retained Jobs ($1,000s)
Seasonal Construction Staff
Group Mean S.D. Total Mean S.D. Total Mean S.D. Total
MCBD 0.3 1.3 5.2 89.0 124.4 1335.4 142.7 152.9 2141.7
NMRA 0 0 0 18.1 14.7 271.8 68.6 61.2 1029.0
NCBD 1.9 4.4 28.6 24.7 42.0 370.8 88.9 72.9 1334.6
All
Firms 0.8 2.7 33.8 43.9 81.2 1978.1 100.1 104.0 4505.3
NCBD* 2.2 4.7 28.6 NA NA NA 93.8 76.4 1220.6
All
Firms* 0.8 1.3 33.8 NA NA NA 102.1 108.3 4391.3
All Firms
Group Mean S.D. Total
MCBD 231.8 252.4 3477.1
NMRA 86.7 66.4 1300.9
NCBD 113.6 96.9 1705.4
All
Firms 144.0 169.5 6483.5
NCBD* 119.4 102.5 1552.3
All
Firms* 147.2 172.7 6330.4
Vindicates exclusion of 2 retrenching firms from  calculation
The im portance of tourism in Missoula's econom y m ight have led one to  
expect a significant change in the income from  seasonal jobs. Due to the sam ple  
selection process or a lack of renovation among firm s with seasonal business, very  
few  firms em ployed workers which they classified as seasonal, either before or 
after renovation. Som e business owners indicated that the ir em ployees worked  
m ore hours at Christmas or in the summers, but few  hired people only for those
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seasons. Only tw o  MCBD and INICBD firm s created new positions fo r seasonal help, 
and these had very low annual wages.
Construction workers w ere one type of seasonal labor which all renovating  
firm s employed. MCBD firm s paid far more m oney in construction wages than did 
either of the o ther groups. Despite the large standard error, the difference  
betw een the means of MCBD and NMRA is significant at 95.5%, w hile  th a t for 
MCBD and NCBD reaches the 92.5%  level of significance. This result is not 
unexpected, as the MCBD firm s em ployed substantially m ore construction workers  
than did the firms in either of the o ther groups.
Income from  created staff positions differed much m ore betw een groups 
than it did when retained jobs are included. Here the retrenching firm s in the  
NCBD group exert a marked influence as the loss of 47 positions is reflected in 
negative values fo r both mean and total income. Exclusion of these tw o  firm s  
changes the sign and brings the value of the w age bill close to  the NMRA's. It 
also changes the level of significance in the difference betw een th e  means; 
including the retrenching firm s makes the NMRA differ from  NCBD at the 74.3%
level and excluding them  lowers this drastically to  1%.
The number of new positions, the professional ones in particular, explain the 
MCBD's large w age bill. It is significantly higher than both the NMRA's (86.4%
level) and the NCBD's regardless of the treatm ent of the retrenching firm s (92.1%,
included, or 85.9%, excluded). Taking the inform ation about wages and num bers of 
positions from  above, the MCBD firm s not only created m ore staff positions, but 
also paid higher wages than did firm s in the other groups.
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W hen retained positions are added to  the created ones, the sm oothing e ffect 
noticed before occurs again. As the wage bill fo r staff positions com es to $4  
million, the retrenching firms lose much of the ir impact. D ifferences are 
insignificant except betw een MCBD and NMRA, which proves significant at 91.2% . 
This indicates that the MCBD firms not only created m ore positions and paid them  
better after renovation, but initially had more positions w ith higher pay than did 
the other CBD group. Given this, it is not surprisingly that the NMRA results have 
been consistently less spectacular than those of the MCBD.
The w age bill fo r all created jobs, staff, construction, and seasonal, is largest 
for the MCBD businesses. The difference in the m eans is significant fo r MCBD and 
NMRA (93.7% ), and for MCBD and NCBD including and excluding the  retrenching  
firms (96.4%  and 91.2% , respectively). Since the MCBD firms em ployed m ore  
construction workers and m ore staff personnel, this can hardly come as a surprise. 
When the retained positions are added, the levels o f significance change slightly  
but not much; MCBD and NMRA rise to 95.3%, w hile MCBD and NCBD with and 
w ithout the firm s which scaled back drops to  89.2%  and 86.9%, respectively. The  
difference betw een NMRA and MCBD increases because o f the NMRA firm s' in itially  
smaller w ork force, w hose im pact was overshadowed by the num ber of MCBD 
retained em ployees. The difference between the m eans of the MCBD and NCBD 
firms w ithout the retrenching firms is lower than when the retrenching firm s are 
included because the loss of 47 jobs through scale reduction is ignored in the  
form er case. This increases the w age bill for the NCBD firm s by $6,000 and 
reduces the statistical significance between the NCBD's $119,000 and the MCBD's
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$231,800. Again, this shows the MCBD's consistently higher w ages and larger 
num ber of positions.
W hile the total annual wage bill allows som e insights into the contribution of 
different groups to  the local econom y, another aspect of job creation can be seen  
in the the average annual wage. Table [4 -5 ]  shows the average annual w age per 
position.
Tab le  4-5 : Average Annual W age for Created Positions ($1,000s)
Annual W ages, with Construction
Group Mean S.D. Median Total
MCBD 9.5 3.5 8.8 142.8
NMRA 5.7 3.0 5.8 86.8
NCBD 7.5 5.1 5.8 113.3
All
Firms 7.6 4.2 6.6 342.9
Annual W ages, Excluding Construction
Group Mean S.D. Median Total
MCBD 10.3 4.0 10.0 113.8
NMRA 7.7 2.7 7.0 85.1
NCBD 9.3 4.4 10.0 121.8
All
Firms 9.1 3.8 8.3 320.8
When construction positions are included, the average annual w age appears 
quite m eager, especially for the NMRA em ployees. Due to the highly aggregated  
nature of this data, even a small m ajority of lo w er- or h igher-paying  jobs will 
affect the mean, so the median has been provided as an accom panim ent.
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Again, the MCBD firm s provided the highest mean wages. The difference  
between MCBD and NMRA m eans is significant at the 99.6%  level, which, when one  
observes the $4200 gap, is not surprising. No other groups exhibit substantial 
differences. Once again, then, the  tw o downtown groups prove to  d iffer m ore  
from  one another than either does from  the group outside the CBD.
When the average annual staff w age is considered, much the same is true. 
The NMRA differs from  the MCBD at the 91.9% level, w hile the  differences betw een  
NCBD and either of these tw o  are insignificant. A lthough the tw o  retrenching  
firms may have elim inated a num ber of w ell-paying  jobs, those which have been 
created pay an adequate wage. Indeed, the median w age fo r NCBD firm s is the  
same as that fo r those in the MCBD group. The latter group includes some firm s  
which pay a very high average annual wage, which explains how  the means can 
differ while the medians are the same.
4.3. Taxes
The second m easure of the success of the redevelopm ent effort is the  
increase in property values. Property taxes are used as a proxy fo r property value, 
and their increase can be assum ed to reflect increased valuation of the site, due to  
renovation. Especially w here public funds are involved, property tax increases can 
be seen as a return on investm ent from society's point of view. A dm ittedly, no 
business owners undertake renovation projects in order to increase the tax base of 
the com m unity, and a potential rise in taxes may serve as a disincentive to  such 
investment. In this survey, however, business owners did not seem to  consider
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property tax changes in the investm ent decision unless the change was  
unexpectedly large or small. Only three of the 45 business owners rem em bered  
the approxim ate am ount by which their taxes changed, and in one of these cases, 
the taxes had decreased appreciably despite renovation. Property taxes appear to  
have little impact on the renovation decision, at least in term s of interrupting a 
project to which the ow ner has already com m itted .35 In this closely defined way, 
increased property tax receipts can be seen as a spillover benefit to  society of the  
private renovation decision. In an area targeted fo r redevelopm ent w here public 
services are already in place and redevelopm ent m ay reduce rising public costs, 
these increased tax revenues can be seen as a net gain to  the com m unity.
In this section, tw o term s with similar names but different m eanings will be 
used: the mean difference and the difference betw een the means. The latter  
m easure subtracts one m ean from  another; for exam ple, the mean tax paid before  
renovation from  the mean tax paid afterwards, thus arriving at the  d ifference  
between the tw o measures. The mean difference in taxes is found by calculating  
the difference in taxes for each firm  and taking the m ean of this. Clearly, this is a 
far d ifferent number, because it takes into account the full variation of the sam ple, 
while the difference between the means looks at the change in tw o  aggregates.
Table [4 -6 ] shows the mean tax bill for each group in the year before the  
project and the year after. Additionally, the mean difference and the range of 
values into which it falls are presented. Each group has at least one firm  whose
35 Because of the d ifficu lty  of gathering  data, this study could not address the d e te rren t e ffec t of 
property taxes upon renovation  investm ent.
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taxes fell after renovation. This can be ascribed to  either of tw o  phenom ena; the  
value of the project m ay not have fu lly  offset the building's annual depreciation, or 
it may have been caught in the 1986 reappraisal which altered the appraised value  
of the building according to current m arket conditions. (See Chapter 3 fo r details).
Tab le  4 -6 : Tax Levels, P re- and P ost-P ro ject ($ 1,000s)
Pre-Pro ject Post-Pro ject
Group Mean Med. Min. Max. Total Mean Med. Min. Max. Total
MCBD 3.7 2.4 0.66 16.4 55.7 4.9 3.3 1.20 16.6 74.1
NMRA 4.3 2.3 0.80 19.9 64,8 4.8 3.1 0.88 20.3 73.0
NCBD 3.6 2.3 0.35 13.7 54.9 4.1 3.0 0.58 13.6 61.9
All
Firms 3.8 2.3 0.35 19.9 175.4 4.6 3.1 0.58 20.3 211.0
Difference
Group Mean Med. Min. Max. Tot.
MCBD 1.20 0.71 -0 .2 4 8.0 18.3
NMRA 0.54 0.10 -0 .0 6 4.0 8.2
NCBD 0.46 0.25 -0 .1 7 1.7 6.9
All
Firms 0.74 0.25 -0 .2 4 8.0 33.6
No significance was found in the differences between any of the m eans of 
the three groups. The highest level of significance occurred betw een MCBD's and 
NCBD's mean differences in taxes, at 79.1%. Part of this lack of significance stem s  
from  the radical variation in the projects; some involved replacing a w indow , 
others renovation of a burned-out or long-vacant structure. W ith such a 
pronounced variation in each group, it is difficult to  exclude any value from  the  
range of possibilities.
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This also m eans that, although the MCBD firms had the highest m ean tax  
difference, they also had some very low and even negative ones. The median  
values are consistently low er than the means for all groups, indicating th a t the  
mean is pulled upward by a few  very large changes, and that the m ajority o f the  
differences are much smaller, the fact that this change is usually small, coupled  
with the seem ing arbitrariness of appraisal, may help to  explain the ow ners' 
seeming disregard fo r property tax changes resulting from  their projects. The 
mean and total tax bills did increase for all groups, which implies that renovation  
investm ent confers social benefits across the board, regardless of the funding  
mechanism behind it. The lack of significant differences betw een groups indicates  
that public funding does not seem to  stim ulate tax increases particularly.
4.4. Amount of Investment
The m ajor im pedim ent to renovation is the cost o f the  project, or the  am ount 
of the investm ent. Interest w rite -dow ns such as the CRLP36 aim to  reduce this 
and to encourage larger projects than the individual would undertake alone. TIF 
grants try  to reduce the drawback of locating dow ntow n by helping to refurbish  
the aging infrastructure of the CBD.
The C om m ercia l R ehab ilita tion  Loan Program  (CRLP) is one of tw o  MRA program s designed to  
encourage renovation. This  particu lar one o ffers a subsidy of half o f the in terest rate (up to  7% ) on a 
loan of no m ore th a t $20 ,000  fo r no m ore than 10 years on a p ro ject to  im prove the  fac a d e  of a 
dow ntow n  building. Painting, brick cleaning, light fixtures and aw nings, as w e ll as com ple te  fa c e - lif ts  
are e lig ib le  for this support. The o ther MRA program , tax  increm ent financing  (TIF), provides g rants to  
be used fo r curb, gutter, and s idew alk repair, s treetligh t insta llation , repair of sew er mains, or tree  
planting.
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The fo llow ing  table [Table 4 -7 ]  details the types of financing and the  
amounts raised through each m ethod, as w ell as the interest rate each group  
faced fo r the  use of funds. Firms using savings are assumed to  face an 
opportunity cost equal to the average annual rate fo r 6 -m onth  T -b ills  in the year 
the project w as undertaken. Inform ation on project costs was obtained from  the  
interview. The business ow ner was asked to  place the cost of his or her pro ject in 
one of a series of bands: less than $5,000, $ 5 0 0 0 -$ 1 0,000, $10 ,00 0 -$20 ,000 , 
$20 ,000-$30 ,000 , $30,000-$40,000, $40 ,000-$50 ,000 , or more than $50,000. For 
calculation, $4,000 was assigned as the low est value, $75,000 as the highest, and 
the range was averaged for the others.37 This may have set som e investm ents  
too low or to o  high, but hopefully, the errors averaged out. When the loan was  
larger than the cost, the loan was taken to represent the actual am ount invested in 
the project.
Tab le  4 -7 : Investm ent in Projects, ($ 1,000s)
Group Mean Std.Dev. Median Total
MCBD 52.3 26.5 75.0 785.0
NMRA 18.7 11.9 15.0 280.5
NCBD 31.5 22.0 35.0 472.5
All
Firms 34.1 21.0 25.0 1538.0
These figures show that the MCBD firms undertook considerably m ore  
expensive projects than did those in either of the other groups. NMRA projects
37$7,500, $15 ,000 , $25,000, $35,000, and $45,000.
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consistently entailed less investm ent than anyone else's; the m ean differs from  
MCBD's at the 99.9%  level and from  NCBD's at 93.9% . The m edian confirm s this. 
The middle value fo r NMRA firm s is $15,000, im plying that at least 7 firm s put less 
than this am ount into their projects. Contrast this w ith the  MCBD m edian of 
$75,000, and a d ifference in project scope becom es very evident. MCBD firm s  
employed the largest num ber of construction workers and em barked upon the  
most ambitious projects of any of the groups. Som e of these firm s rejuvenated  
landmark buildings which had fallen into disrepair, others m ade dilapidated  
structures into landmarks. NMRA businesses tended to lim it th e ir projects to  
awnings and cosm etic repairs, although a few  did pursue m ajor renovation. NCBD 
firms often built additions to  existing structures, an option to  the pattern of "move  
and renovate" which is observed in the CBD. Only in less b u ilt-u p  areas like the  
strip are additions feasible. These firms fall in the m iddle w ith  the ir project 
investments; the median is $35,000. The mean is different from  th a t of MCBD at 
the 93.9%  level, which indicates that the latter firm s unquestionably spent m ore  
m oney on their projects.
The different scopes of projects brought about d ifferent m ethods of 
financing. The fo llow ing table [T ab le4 -8 ] presents the various types of funding  
used by the three groups and the amounts of m oney raised through each.
As might be expected with the higher cost of MCBD projects, all of these  
w ere funded through a com bination of business savings and bank loans. Only four 
firms in each of the o ther groups used this method; by far the m ajority  here relied  
solely upon savings. A few  had outside private investors, as listed under the  
"other" category.
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T ab le  4 -8 : Types of Financing, Loan Am ounts ($1,000s) and Interest Rates
Savings Savings&Loan Other
Group Mean #firm s Mean #firm s Mean #firm s
MCBD 0 0 52.3 15 0 0
NMRA 19.0 10 16.2 4 25.0 1
NCBD 32.8 8 45.0 4 10.0 3
Loan Interest Rate Rate A fter Subsidy
Group Mean S.D. Median Mean S.D. Median Mean S.D. M edian
MCBD 108.2 232.3 17.7 12.5% 3.9% 13.0% 6.6% 2.4% 6.5%
NMRA 5.4 8.6 0 8.6% 2.4% 9.0% NA NA NA
NCBD 40.3 99.3 0 6.9% 3.7% 6.4% NA NA NA
NA: Not Applicable
All groups varied substantially in the am ount of the loan. The m ean MCBD  
loan is alm ost five tim es the size of the m edian, indicating w idely differing am ount 
of private investm ent in the project. A t least half the NMRA and NCBD firm s  
borrowed no m oney at all, according to  the median, and relied solely on savings to  
finance their renovation. The mean value of the loans fo r the NMRA firm s  
indicates that they were usually small, while a few  NCBD firm s borrow ed  
substantial am ounts. The large mean loan for MCBD firm s is in keeping w ith  the  
higher cost of the ir projects, but the sm aller median value and the large standard  
deviation show that a majority of this group borrowed less than $20,000,the upper 
lim it fo r the MRA interest subsidy. D ifferences betw een the mean loans fo r MCBD  
and NMRA firm s are significant at the 89.1% level, and those for NMRA and NCBD 
reach the 80.4%  level. This confirms the observation that NMRA projects tended  
to be the sm allest and least expensive. MCBD and NCBD differences are not
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significant, due largely to  the variation within each sample. For statistical 
purposes, then, the MCBD and NCBD projects entailed loans that did not differ.
The MCBD firms used loans as financing because the MRA project was 
designed as an interest w rite -d o w n . W ithout a loan, a business could not 
participate in the program because it did not try to  o ffset the loss of interest on 
savings when used in the project. The interest foregone on savings is nonetheless  
a cost of the project, and is treated  as such. The interest rate on savings was 
derived from  the Federal Reserve Bank's rate on 6 -m o n th  T -b ills  on the year in 
which the project was undertaken. Businesses may prefer to invest in riskier 
savings instruments w ith higher returns, but the survey did not ask about interest 
rates on savings used to  finance renovation. Although the rate m ay be too  low, it 
would help assure that, if anything, the discount rate favors non -M R A  projects.
The preponderance o f savings-financed projects in the NMRA and NCBD 
groups make their bank in terest rates far lower than those of the MCBD firm s. 
Differences are significant at 99.9%  fo r MCBD and NMRA, at 84.5%  for MCBD and 
NCBD, and at 84.3% for NMRA and NCBD. When the subsidy from  the MRA is 
factored in, however, MCBD rates becom e com petitive w ith the other's. The MCBD 
rate is still different from  NMRA at the 96.3% level, but now  it is low er, not higher. 
The difference from the NCBD rate becomes insignificant, while th a t betw een  
NMRA and NCBD has not changed.
This pattern has interesting implications. A lthough the NMRA firm s used 
business savings to finance their projects to a greater extent than did firm s in 
either of the other groups, the ir interest rate is higher than the MCBD's subsidized
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one. The few  loans NMRA firms obtained may have had higher rates because 
these w ere smaller, more marginal operations. As the size of the loan increased, 
the interest rate kept pace. This probably reflects the bank's assessm ent of the 
riskiness of NMRA projects. Several of the MCBD business owners m entioned that 
the MRA's involvem ent in a project made banks much m ore cooperative, and this 
may also be reflected in the interest rate/subsidy d ifferential betw een the tw o  
downtown groups. The sim ilarity between the MCBD post-subsidy rate and NCBD 
interest rate indicate that even the use of the ir savings did not suffice to  low er the  
NCBD interest rate substantially. Perhaps the MRA's participation served to reduce  
the risk of the MCBD projects to the point where it was com parable to that of 
projects outside the city center.
4.4.1. Investment per Job
Another concern m ust be the am ount invested per job, or the  cost of a job. 
Table [4 -9 ] shows the m ean and median cost of created and created and retained  
jobs. Obviously, when the cost of a project is spread over both created and 
retained positions, the result will be sm aller than w hen one only looks at created  
jobs.
The differences betw een the means and the m edians indicate substantial 
variation within some of the samples and the presence of some large outliers. The 
MCBD firms, as expected, have the highest investm ent per job regardless of 
w hether created and retained or just created positions are considered. The 
difference in investm ent per total jobs is significantly higher (92.4% ) for MCBD
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Table 4 -9 : Investm ent per Job (in S 1,000s)
Created Jobs Created Staff Jobs
Group Mean Std.Dev. Median Mean Std.Dev. M edian
MCBD 6.25 6.17 5.00 17.0 21.1 12.5
NMRA 2.87 1.89 3.00 6.4 4.7 5.0
NCBD 3.72 3.82 3.00 9.6 10.1 8.3
All
Firms 4.28 4.47 3.13 10.9 13.9 7.5
Created &  Retained Jobs
Group Mean Std.Dev. Median
MCBD 6.8 6.6 3.7
NMRA 3.3 2.5 2.1
NCBD 4.5 2.9 3.7
All
Firms 4.9 4.5 3.5
opposed to NMRA, but the level falls after th a t to 74.8% betw een MCBD and NCBD 
and to  76.0%  between NCBD and NMRA. When only created positions are 
considered, the MCBD mean is pulled up by som e huge outliers, as the much  
sm aller m edian dem onstrates. Significance levels fall to  86.6%  for MCBD and 
NMRA, and below  70%  for the other two.
This evidence indicates that the NMRA firm s created and retained jobs at 
less cost than the other firm s did. Most of these positions, however, w ere  lo w -  
paying jobs as skilled labor. The MCBD firm s, which invested the most per job, 
also created those with the highest wages and provided the greatest num ber of 
opportunities for professional personnel and fo r the students who usually hold the  
serv ice /w ait-person  jobs.
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4.5. Social Costs and Benefit-Cost Findings
The cost to  society of the redevelopm ent effort was determ ined to be the  
interest subsidy from  MRA and that portion of the costs of the agency which w ere  
involved in the adm inistration of the CRLP program. The non-M R A  projects did not 
incur any direct social cost, although society may have funded the effort indirectly.
The benefits of redevelopm ent have been identified here as the dollar value  
of the created jobs, the increase in tax revenues, and the value of the investm ent. 
For redevelopm ent to  be an efficient use of society's funds, the benefits of MRA  
projects should exceed those of the privately-funded projects, even w hen the  
costs of adm inistering the program  are included. It is quite clear that the IMMRA 
projects w ere inspired to a large extent by those of the MRA. For that reason, 
NMRA firm s w ill be ignored in the b en efit-co st com putations.
The form ula used here is as follows:
where: ET= Benefits of a given MRA project 
Benefits of a given NCBD project 
C.= Costs associated w ith the MRA program
If the MCBD projects pass the test, as a group, the benefits of the MRA program  
will have exceeded the costs and in that sense the program will appear to be 
socially rational.
The table below [Table 4 -1 0 ]  details the results of the com putation.
15 15
The "Created Only" category shows higher values in several colum ns than does
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Tab le  4 -1 0 : Net Benefits of MRA over NCBD Projects, (in $ 1,000s)
MCBD NCBD
Mean St Dev Total Mean St Dev Total
Jobs Benefits Benefits Benefits Benefits Benefits Benefits
Created 288.5 333.7 4327.6 63.3 208.6 950.0
Created&
Retained 364.3 432.7 5465.6 174.0 139.5 2609.9
Mean Net Total Net Average Total Net Ben.- Total Ben.-
Jobs Benefits Benefits Cost Cost Av. Cost Total Cost
Created
Only 225.2 3377.6 57.8 868.0 167.3 2509.5
Created&
Retained 190.4 2855.6 57.8 868.0 132.5 1987.6
that fo r "Created and Retained". This is due to the large d ifference in created  
positions betw een MCBD and NCBD groups, 125 positions fo r the fo rm er as 
opposed to  a net loss of 4 for the latter. W hen the previously-existing positions  
are included, this d ifference is reduced.
Not only did MCBD firm s provide m ore net benefits to  society than those in 
the NCBD group; they also provided m ore benefits across the board. W hen only  
created positions are counted, MCBD benefits are over four tim es those of the  
NCBD, and when retained positions are added, the MCBD still supplied tw ice  the  
dollar value of benefits of NCBD firms. Standard deviations reflect considerable  
variation w ithin the sample. Nonetheless, the differences in the m eans are 
significant at a level greater than 85%  in both cases; MCBD benefits d iffer from  
NCBD's at the 87.8%  level for created and retained positions, and at 96.7%  when  
only created jobs are considered.
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From a policy perspective, it is more interesting to  observe the results in the  
totals column than those in the mean, which show that society gains a total of 
$2.5 million in benefits from  the MRA program, over and above the costs of 
adm inistering it and even above the  benefits of NCBD projects. The m ean surplus 
of benefits over costs and NCBD benefits per firm  was $167,000 w hen created  
positions are considered; $132,000 when retained jobs are included in the  
calculation.
4.6. Present Value
The costs and benefits discussed above exist not only in the present but also 
in the future. This stream can only be m eaningfully in terpreted when it is 
discounted to the present. This form ula was used:
where: BMt = the benefits of an MRA project at tim e t
BNt = the benefits of an NCBD project at tim e t
CMt = the costs of an MRA project at tim e t 
i = the in terest rate prevailing at the tim e  the  
project was undertaken (6 -m o n th  T -b ill rate)
A tim e period of 10 years w as chosen, because most of the loans had term s
of ten years. Tw o versions of this figure were computed; the first counted only
the created positions and the second, created and retained. The fo llow ing table  
[Table 4 -1 1 ] shows the mean and total values.
10
B M t B N t ^ M t
(1+i)
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Tab le  4 -11: Present Value of Net Benefits Due to  MRA ($ 1,000s)
Positions Mean Total
Created 694.8 10422.5
Created
&
Retained 452.6 6789.1
Again, the result for created positions is g reater than th a t seen w ith created and 
retained positions. Unfortunately, it is impossible to  tes t fo r statistical significance, 
as the standard deviation cannot be calculated in this case.
Even w ithout a T -s ta tis tic , both the total and the mean present values of 
show that social funds invested in the MRA w ere used effectively; the total present 
value exceeded $1 million w hen only created positions are considered. The mean  
or average present value figure indicates that the expected value of the excess of 
MCBD benefits over the benefits of NCBD firm s and the costs of the program  was  
over $600,000. This finding confirm s the previous pattern in which the MCBD firm s  
created m ore jobs, paid higher wages, invested m ore heavily, and generated m ore  
property taxes, on average, than did firm s in the other tw o  groups.
4.7. Regressions
In an effort to  establish some degree of correlation between the three  
groups of businesses and the benefits of redevelopm ent, a few  regressions w ere  
run. These do not a ttem p t to model any phenom ena, but only exam ine the  
relationships between variables.
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4.7.1. Em ploym ent
Regressions w ere  used to explain both the change in em ploym ent and the  
level of new  em ploym ent. The best fit was obtained by a lo g -lin ear relationship of 
the fo llow ing form:
E=F(0,C,DUM1,CDUM1)
where: E=level of em ploym ent after investm ent
0= leve l o f old em ploym ent 
C=cost of project 
DUM 1=dum m y indicating restaurant or service business 
CDUM 1=dum m y indicating participation in the MRA
Perform ing the regression produced the fo llow ing results, w ith significant t -
statistics in parentheses:
InE = 1.523 + .555ln(Old) -  .042ln(Cost) + .169DUM 1 -  .233CDUM1 
(.0992) (.0001) (.792) (.504) (.426)
R2=.457 Adj R2=.384 F=6.31 Signif F=.0008
W hile the goodness of fit m easurem ent is low, the F and significant F are 
adequate. The cost coefficient has the wrong sign; a prio ri, one would expect that, 
as a project becomes m ore expensive, it will em ploy more people. The coeffic ient 
is small and insign ificant so it is not particularly important. Neither of the  
dum m ies is significant, so restaurants and service businesses and participation in 
the MRA have no noticeable effect on em ploym ent. As one would expect, the  
number of previous em ployees has a significant im pact on the final number, so the  
high significance of the Old variable is unsurprising. It appears that there is a 
tw o -to -o n e  relationship between old and new em ployees, that for every 10%  
increase in previous positions, there will be a 5% increase in total positions. The
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constant term  is insignificant, n Trying to explain the change in em ploym ent is
more difficult. Here, the linear version of the equation below  worked better than
the log -linear or functional form  or any other com bination of variables. This is
close to the form ulation used in the total em ploym ent regression:
NJ = f(OLD,COST, CDUM1)
where: NJ=change in em ploym ent 
OLD=num ber of old jobs 
COST=cost of the project 
CDUM 1=dum m y indicating MCBD project
This version of the relationship produced the fo llow ing coefficients. Again,
significant t-s ta tis tics  are in parentheses.
NJ = 11.22 -  ,60Old -  0002Cost + 5.441CDUM1
(.0002) (.0008) (.0369) (.1572)
R2=.29765 Adj. Rz= 2462 5  F=5.7917 Signif. F = .0021
All four coefficients are significant at the 84%  level at least. The constant is 
positive and significant, im plying that a new business which did not undertake any 
renovation would im m ediately hire a work force of 11. This seem s to be high, but 
may reflect the influence of a few  firms which hired very large w ork forces. The 
negative coefficient on Old indicates that the m ore previous em ployees the firm  
had, the few er new  ones it will hire. Since established firm s hired few er
employees after renovation than did new ones, this conform s to observed  
behavior. The sign on the Cost coefficient is puzzling since one would think that 
larger projects w ould involve hiring more people. The size of the coefficient is so
small, though, that it may reflect the influence of those large projects which
resulted in hiring only a few  workers much m ore than those few  large ones which
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hired 20. The dum m y for MRA shows th a t participation in the MRA resulted in 
hiring an additional five workers.
In an e ffo rt to  im prove the fit of the equation, the logs of the variables w ere  
used. The adjusted R2 plum m eted to the negative num bers38 and that option was  
abandoned. A dum m y for being in the restaurant business was tried, but proved  
insignificant and small.
Given the  w ide variation of the em ploym ent changes the survey observed, it 
is not surprising that the regression equations explained so little o f it. The  
establishm ent o f a business and the hiring of a staff entails so m any decisions  
based on hunches and intuition that a clear relationship is difficult to discern.
4.7.2. Taxes
As previously discussed, the trend o f taxes has a discontinuity w here the  
1986 reappraisal arbitrarily shifted the pattern of depreciation. A dum m y for 1985  
projects, which would have been affected by this change, was not significant. 
Initially the new  level of taxes as w ell as the change in taxes w ere exam ined, but 
the regressions for the tax changes exhibited R2s of .004 and adjusted R2s which  
w ere negative. This is not surprising, as the tax system is capricious and 
unsystematic. It simply goes to show that, given this sample, the variation in tax  
changes is inexplicable by the variables at hand.
38 2The adjusted R m easures the goodness of fit, taking into account the num ber o f exp lan ato ry  
variables. W hen the  independent variables are, in fact, decreasing the explanatory  p o w er o f the
9
m odel, the ad justed  R w ill be negative.
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The new level of taxes proved to be a m ore tractable relationship. In general
form , the tax level equation looks like this:
T1 = f(TA X 01 ,COST,CDUM 1)
where: T l= n e w  level of taxes.
TAX01=previous level of taxes 
COST=cost of the project 
CDUM 1=dum m y for MCBD firm
A dum m y variable fo r the year of the project was tried, but lacked any size 
and significance. The specified form  of the equation, including all years, is as 
fo llow s w ith  significance levels in parentheses:
T1 = -93 .36  + .974TAX01 + 025COST + 253.79CDUM1  
(.8038) (.0000) (.0097) (.5924)
R2=.915 Adj. R2=.909 F=147.61 Sign. F=.0000 
Although the constant term  is insignificant, its sign indicates that, when  
there are no previous taxes and no renovation, the new tax level w ill be a subsidy 
from  the  governm ent. This in terpretation m ust be used w ith caution, as the term  
is not significant, but it is intuitively appealing.
The MCBD dummy is also insignificant. Its large size would seem  to 
substantiate the earlier finding that MCBD firm s tended to have higher taxes than  
did firm s in the other groups. In neither case was this significant, because the  
deviation about the mean was very large.
At the 99%  level, the cost variable and the level of previous taxes are 
significant. One would expect that previous taxes would influence the current 
year's, but at a smaller percentage due to  depreciation. The coeffic ient in the  
equation suggests that 97%  of the previous year's taxes will be reflected in the
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new  year's. The cost variable indicates that the value of the project w ill have an 
im pact on the new level of taxes, but that it will not be very large. This 
corresponds to  the earlier findings, where taxes w ere found to change arbitrarily  
and, usually, in small amounts.
4.8. Conclusion
The present value and b en efit-co s t analysis gives the MRA projects a 
considerable edge over the others. The investm ents tend to be larger and to  
em ploy more people at higher w ages, although the property tax generation is not 
significantly d ifferent from  that of the o ther firms. The results of the logit 
equations addressing the location question will be presented in the follow ing  
chapter.
Chapter 5
Logit Analysis of Location and Participation Decisions
in addition to evaluating the effect of the MRA on dow ntow n red eve lo p m en t 
this study examines the role of site characteristics in determ ining firm  location  
within or outside the CBD. This chapter w ill discuss the responses to  questions in 
the survey which dealt w ith business and site characteristics and w ith reasons for  
undertaking renovation. The results of the logit model of both the C B D -non-C B D  
location decision and the M R A -n o n -M R A  funding decision w ill also be presented.
5,1. Results of Business and Site Characteristic Questions
Questions 2 through 5 and 9 on the  survey form  (see appendix A) asked 
business owners about their business, the ir location, and th e ir reasons fo r taking  
on the expensive and inconvenient task of renovating their structure. Tables 5 -1 , 
5 -2 , and 5 -3  display the m ean response to each question. Except fo r the  
questions about business characteristics, owners were asked to  rate attributes by 
their im portance in the decision to locate or renovate. The scale ran from  1 to 5, 
with 1 meaning that the attribute was vital and 5 that it was not even considered. 
The closer the mean is to 5, the less im portant the characteristic was judged by 
the entire group of businesses.
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T a b le  5-1: Business Characteristics
Characteristic MCBD NMRA NCBD All Firms
Firm Age (Yr.) 26.19 15.64 15.49 19.10
Yrs. in Place 10.31 6.75 7.69 8.15
Yrs. in Indstry 15.00 9.04 15.59 13.21
#  with Prev. Loc. 8 6 9 22
In CBD 6 4 4 14
Not in CBD 2 1 5 8
Yrs. at Prev.Loc. 12.30 3.64 10.72 9.69
MCBD firm s tended to  be older and to  have spent more tim e at their 
locations. Those who had been in previous locations had often stayed there  
longer than had firms in the  other tw o groups. It is evident that owners often  
bought firm s already in existence, as the mean length of tenure in the industry is 
less than the mean firm  age. NCBD firm  owners had a longer mean industry 
tenure, and one m ight guess that many of those businesses had been started by 
their current owners, as the mean firm age is very close to  the mean industry  
tenure. NMRA firm s had the least experienced owners and the shortest tenure at 
the current and at any previous locations.
Due to the variation w ith in each group, none of these differences is highly 
significant; nonetheless, th ey  may help to explain som e of the variation  
encountered in job creation and project size. MCBD firm s may have been m ore  
willing to undertake risky projects because they w ere o lder and had a longer credit 
history, a more established clientele, and a better idea of the potential fo r the ir  
operations in M'rssouia. NMRA businesses, which tended to  be more conservative  
in their projects, were often owned by people with less experience. The firm s
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were alm ost ten years younger than those in the MCBD group, which m ay have  
contributed a sense of uncertainty. Owners m ay have still been paying off s ta rt­
up debts and been unwilling to risk more m oney in am bitious renovation projects. 
NCBD firm s tended to  be no older than those of the NMRA, but, in general, the ir 
owners had m ore experience. This experience m ay be the crucial e lem ent in 
determ ining the size of the project that the firm  will undertake. Seasoned  
business owners may have a sense of the type of project that will work, w hile less 
experienced owners m ay try to  err on the side of caution in the ir early years.
As has been discussed earlier, certain firm s w ill locate in one area and not in 
another because of the nature o f the business itself. Each ow ner seem ed to  have 
a good idea of the peculiar site needs of his or her firm  and believed that his or 
her site uniquely m et those needs. The fo llow ing table [Table 5 -2 ]  presents the  
mean ranking given to six site characteristics.
Tab le  5-2: Im portance of Site Characteristics
Characteristic MCBD NMRA NCBD All Firms
Am 't of Space 2.80 1.93 2.07 2.27
Cost of Space 1.67 1.73 1.93 1.78
Parking 3.20 2.47 3.13 2.93
Traffic Volum e 2.53 2.13 2.07 2.24
Com patible Firms 2.80 2.20 2.73 2.58
Taxes 4.33 4.00 4.53 4.29
Mean ranking 1 to 5, Vital to Not Considered
The cost of space proved to  be the most im portant consideration for all 
three groups. MCBD firm s gave it the highest rating of the three, perhaps because
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som e of them  had undertaken the ir extensive renovation operations only because  
the initial cost of the building was low. The relatively low  rating given taxes  
substantiates the observation (Chapter 4 p. 67.) that m ost business ow ners do not 
give taxes much consideration in the decision to  renovate, or, as shown here, to  
locate in a certain area. MCBD firm s ranked the rem aining four attributes, am ount 
of space, parking, traffic, and com patible firm s nearby, as less im portant than did 
firm s in either of the  other tw o groups. In part, this may be due to the nature of 
these operations. MCBD firms often provided professional dr specialty services for 
which a custom er is willing to go out of his or her way. This may mean searching  
fo r a parking space or making a special trip, but if the custom er w ants a unique  
service -  the best lawyer, the nicest home furnishings, a meal in a fine restaurant 
-  he or she will endure m inor inconveniences. This theory does not explain the  
relative unim portance of the am ount of space criteria. MCBD firm s m ight place  
less im portance on this because they may have a fairly elastic need fo r space, 
within a certain range. Above a m inim um  square footage, office size is nice but 
not necessary, unlike m anufacturing operations in which excess space decreases  
efficiency. The skilled and light-m anufacturing  businesses in the NMRA and NCBD 
groups may have recognized this in the im portance they placed on the am ount of 
space quality. Another explanation may lie in the fact that m any NMRA firm s  
started in very small quarters and made space a priority when they looked fo r a 
new location. NCBD firms may have felt the same way, but responded by building  
an addition rather than moving.
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The im portance of traffic and com patible firm s was higher fo r the NMRA  
firms. This m ay be due to the re ta il/ligh t-m anufactu ring  nature of m any o f these  
businesses. The dem and for many of the ir goods is fairly elastic; one can buy 
bread at a bakery or in the supermarket depending on the relative w eight of 
convenience and taste. Thus, traffic volum e fo r advertising and im pulse stops, 
parking to facilitate s to p -a n d -g o  shopping, and com patib le firms fo r sp in -o ff 
custom ers had greater im portance for these firms than the more specia lty -oriented  
businesses in the MCBD group.
NCBD firm s doubtless gave little im portance to parking because any given  
site outside the CBD has its own parking area. This also explains the  
unim portance of com patib le businesses. W hen each firm  is a small island in its 
own parking lot on a busy street, sp in -o ff custom ers w ho just happen to  w ander 
by are fairly rare. If sp in -o ff custom ers are rare, heavy traffic vo lum e gains 
im portance as a means of advertising and encouraging potential custom ers to  
think of the firm  as a destination.
The reason fo r renovation was another area of interest. By understanding  
why a firm w ill endure the risk and inconvenience of rem odeling, po licy-m aking  
bodies can try to  target programs to address these concerns and help translate a 
vague impulse toward renovation into a com pleted project. The fo llow ing table  
[Table 5 -3 ] shows the m ean im portance given to  seven different reasons for 
renovation. Again, the scale is from 1, vital, to 5, not even considered.
In both of the downtown groups, building dilapidation was the m ost 
im portant reason for renovation. Since the buildings in the CBD are considerably
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Table  5-3: Reasons for Renovation
Reason MCBD NMRA NCBD All Firms
Interest Subsidy 2.67 4.73 4.67 4.02
Interest Rate 3.00 4.73 4.60 4.11
Crowding 3.47 4.20 2.93 3.53
Parking Need 4.87 4.47 4.27 4.53
Nrby Im provem ent 3.27 3.13 3.87 3.42
Dilapidated Bldg 1.67 2.20 2.67 2.18
Inefficiency 3.00 3.27 2.27 2.84
Mean ranking 1 -5 , Vital to Not Considered
older than those in o ther parts of the city, they also tend to be m ore dilapidated. 
Additionally, firms which locate in the CBD may do so because they like the  older 
buildings and are aware of their potential. The interest subsidy was im portan t to  
the MCBD firm s, the only ones which qualified fo r it, and the interest rate w as also 
more im portant for these businesses. Part of this concern may have sprung from  
the size of the typical loan, and part from  the MRA programs them selves, which  
required that the business ow ner be aware of that particular cost. The NCBD and 
NMRA businesses placed very little im portance on the interest rate; possibly 
because so many of them  relied on savings to  fund their projects and possibly 
because they decided to  do the project and got the loan w ithout considering the  
interest rate. Crowding figured m ore predom inantly in NCBD renovations than in 
any o ther group's. This may be due to the fact that NCBD firm s frequently  build 
an addition for extra space, w hile firm s in the CBD must move. Therefore, 
dow ntow n firms are less likely to renovate in response to crowding. A need for
parking was not im portant in any group's renovation decision. A lthough dow ntow n  
businesses m ay com plain about a lack of parking, they seem  to regard it as a 
problem for local governm ent to address. Improving neighborhoods w ere  most 
im portant for NMRA firms. This m ay be due to the impact of the MRA's program s, 
which made firm s w ho w ere  not participating aware of the dilapidation of their 
buildings in relation to the new ly-refurb ished structures nearby. NCBD firm s do 
not give the neighborhood characteristic much im portance, probably because of 
the lack of neighborhood identity discussed earlier. They also fe lt that building  
dilapidation was less im portant, probably because buildings on the strip tend to  be 
new er than those in the CBD and therefore less run -dow n . Inefficiency of 
floorspace ties in w ith the crow ding aspect. Again, firm s outside the CBD have 
more opportunity to renovate in response to inefficient or crow ded quarters, while  
those in the dow ntow n m ust move. CBD firm s m ay renovate as a response to the
move which was a response to  crowding or inefficiency, but renovation will rarely
be a direct response to  ineffic ient floorspace.
5.2. Logit Analysis of Location Data
The logit analysis perform ed here was handicapped by the small sam ple size. 
Logit software packages perform  best when there are m ultiple observations on the  
same variable. When these are not available, the coefficients are still unbiased,
efficient and consistent, but the goodness of fit criterion, the ch i-square, is no
longer reliable. Therefore, the chi-square statistic will not be reported.
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The variables used in the analysis w ere com binations of those discussed
above. The fo llow ing table [Table 5 -4 ] presents the variables, the anticipated
signs, actual signs, and the coefficients.
Tab le  5 -4 : Coefficients on Variables in Logit Model of CBD Location
Expected Actual
Variable Definition Effect Effect Coeff.
Cost Interest rate and - 1.38 ^ *
cost of space
Neighborhood Nearby businesses + + 0.64
and traffic volum e
Space Need for parking, am ount + 1 .0 9 *
of space,crowding,available
parking, and floorspace
Appearance Neighborhood + 1 . 5 7 * *
im provem ents and
dilapidation of building
* :  significant at 75%  confidence level
*: significant at 90%  confidence level
The results w ere som ew hat unexpected. The neighborhood variable has the  
correct sign, but is insignificant. The survey did not reflect strong im portance of 
the neighborhood variable, which m ay explain this. The space variable is 
significant at a low level, but has the wrong sign. To understand its m eaning, one 
must recall that the index ranked the im portance of the attribute on a scale from  1 
to 5, with increasing values reflecting decreasing im portance. A rating of 1 m eant 
that the quality was more im portant than if it w ere  rated 3. Therefore, as the  
im portance of the space variable increases in size, reflecting decreasing  
importance, the log of the odds of the firm 's locating in the CBD decreases.
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The cost variable com es in w ith  the correct sign and significant. As a firm  is 
increasingly concerned w ith cost, the log of the odds of its locating in the CBD 
decreases. As has been noted, firm s outside the CBD w ere less concerned w ith  
the cost of space because of its availability and corresponding inexpensiveness, 
and they also exhibited a lack of concern about the interest rate. Much of this  
may be attributable to  the m any projects funded through business savings rather 
than bank loans.
The coefficient on appearance is significant, large, and o f the wrong sign. 
The tw o  com ponents of this variable, the im portance of an im proving  
neighborhood and of a run -dow n  building, may have worked against one another 
w ith the attractive e ffec t of an improving neighborhood overw helm ed by the  
repulsive effect of the dilapidated building. On the o ther hand, one must again  
consider the nature of the index numbers involved in the analysis. As the value  
increased, the im portance given the  characteristic decreased. The firm s which fe lt 
that the neighborhood was not im portant tended to be those w ho located outside  
the CBD in buildings, which, by virtue of being newer, w ere less likely to be 
dilapidated. Streets in the survey such as South and Russell are not hom ogeneous  
neighborhoods. They include schools, residential houses, m u lti-fam ily  dwellings, 
and various businesses. An increase in the value of the appearance index m eans  
that the im portance attached to its components is decreasing, going from  2, say, 
to 4. The sign of the coefficient, then, would im ply that as the im portance  
attached to neighborhood im provem ent and building dilapidation decreases, and 
the index numbers go up, the log of the probability of the firm 's locating in the
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CBD will decrease. Because of the findings about neighborhood and structure  
dilapidation already discussed, this is not a surprising conclusion, although it is 
som ewhat counter-in tu itive .
These firm  characteristics appear to be fa irly  good at explaining the observed  
location choice. The m odel gave 12 o f the 15 MCBD firm s a probability of locating  
in the CBD that was higher than 60%. For 10 of the  firm s, the probability was m ore  
than 80%. Likewise, only four of the NCBD firm s received a probability of CBD 
location that was over 50% and 8 had probabilities of less than 16%.
Other variables have been left out of the model due to data constraints.
Chief among these is the type of business, a factor which obviously explains a 
large am ount of the location decision in itself. As reported in this paper, however, 
it was quite intractable for analysis and was om itted.
5.3. Logit Analysis of Decision to Participate in MRA Program
Using the sam e aggregated variables as above, the  model sought to  explain
the decision of firm s in the CBD to participate in the programs of the MRA. The
following table [Table 5 -5 ] reports the coeffic ients and their signs. The reduced  
sample size (30 observations) undoubtedly contributed to  the lack of significance.
Two of the variables, appearance and space, have the wrong sign and are 
insignificant. Since both groups are located in the  CBD, one can assume th a t they  
would have approxim ately the same concern w ith  these characteristics. Firms in 
the downtown have clearly accepted the lim itations on space; if one of them  fe lt 
required to provide 20 parking places, it would have to m ove outside the CBD. One
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Tab le  5 -5 : Coefficients on Variables in Logit Model of MRA Participation
Expected Actual
Variable Definition Effect Effect Coeff.
Cost Interest rate and - M CO > *
cost of space
Neighborhood Nearby businesses + + 1.17 A
and traffic volum e
Space Need for parking, am ount + 0.66
of space,crow ding,available
parking, and floorspace
Appearance Neighborhood + 0.28
im provem ents and
dilapidation of building
* :  significant at 75%  confidence level
*: significant at 95%  confidence level
would, however, expect that the appearance variable would have been significant,
reflecting the concern w ith dilapidation which inspired the MCBD firm s to  
undertake the ir project. That it is so small, insignificant, and of the w rong sign 
m ay indicate that the com ponents of the  aggregate work in opposition to  one 
another.
The neighborhood variable is significant at 75%, and has the correct sign. 
As discussed earlier in the chapter, NMRA firms placed a considerable am ount of 
im portance on traffic volum e and w ere also concerned with com patible businesses. 
MCBD businesses did not share these concerns, as they tended to  be professional 
or specia lty-service operations. Therefore, one would expect that, as the index 
reflects decreasing im portance (values increase), the probability of the firm 's  
participation in MRA programs would also increase.
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The cost aggregate is large, significant at the 95%  level and has the correct 
sign. MCBD firm s rated both the cost of space and the interest rate im portant. 
IMMRA firm s, although concerned about the cost of space, w ere less aware of the  
interest rate because m any of them  financed the ir projects through savings. Thus, 
as the values of the index of im portance increase in size, (im portance placed on 
the attribute decreases), the log o f the odds that the firm  will have participated in 
the MRA's programs will decrease.
Again, there are m any o ther variables which would help to  explain  
participation, among them  the type of business and the cost of the project. The 
same problem  encountered with business type in the C B D -non-C B D  analysis 
occurred here, forcing th a t variable to be abandoned. The cost variable was  
discrete, because o f the bands in which it was recorded, and w ith its inclusion, the  
maximum likelihood m odel would not converge. A differently designed survey  
could solve these problems.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Implications for Policy
This study set out to  investigate the role played by the Missoula 
Redevelopm ent Agency in bringing about the resurgence of the central business 
district. As has been discussed, questions of tim ing and marketing strategy as 
well as possible changes of taste com plicate efforts to credit the changes in the  
dow ntow n to any one agency or program. Insofar as possible, given the data and 
analysis at hand, let us attem pt to  do so.
As discussed earlier, the tes t used to  assessing effectiveness of the MRA is a 
very stringent one. The agency may be satisfied with having stim ulated m ore  
investm ent than would have ordinarily occurred in the CBD. The co s t-b en e fit  
equation in Chapter 4, however, shows th a t the benefits of the MCBD firm s  
exceeded not only those of the firms on the booming strip, but also the costs of 
the program. Clearly, this is an effective use of funds. In the present value  
analysis, the dollar value of the MCBD excess over ten years totals m ore than  
$10.4 million w hen only created jobs are considered and $6.7 million when the  
sm oothing effect of retain jobs are included.
In term s of em ploym ent, the results are mixed. MCBD firm s did provide  
significantly higher incomes and hourly wages than did the other tw o groups, w ith  
a larger am ount of investm ent per job. D ifferences in the mean num ber of jobs 
created, however, are insignificant, despite the fact that MCBD firms created over
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tw ice  the number of positions as the other tw o groups. The m ean job creation is 
less interesting than the total, and here the MCBD firm s excelled, w ith a total tw ice  
that of the other tw o  firm s. The lack of significance betw een the means is 
probably due to  the enorm ous variation within MCBD: one business alone created  
60 positions. Looking at specific categories shows th a t MCBD firm s created  
positions for construction workers and professional people at a fa r greater rate 
than did the other groups. The higher private cost per job is clearly the result of 
the large projects the MCBD group undertook.
The second benefit of interest was the increase in the tax base. Here again, 
although MCBD's average taxes rose by the greatest am ount and became the  
highest of the three groups, the change is only significant at the 79%  level. Again, 
the  total tax revenues from  MCBD firms exceeded those from  the other groups, 
indicating that overall, the goal of increased tax base was met.
The hypothesis that those firm s which turned to  the  MRA w ere  the weaklings  
of the business world cannot be accepted. These tended to be specialty service or 
professional organizations, w hile  the others were often involved in less specialized  
service, light m anufacturing, or retail. NMRA businesses tended to  sell sm all-ticket 
soft goods, food, and less-expensive services such as copying. They also tended  
to  be much younger and less experienced firms. NCBD businesses frequently sold 
b ig -ticke t items: furniture, recreational supplies, electronics and cars. These  
characteristics are far from  uniform ly applicable, but the trend is distinct. Current 
econom ic folk w isdom  holds that the service sector of the econom y, to which 
m ost of the MCBD firm s belong, is expanding rapidly and profitably. The profile of 
the MCBD businesses seems to bear this out.
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If one uses the cost of the renovation as an indicator of the firm 's financial 
health, MCBD firm s would clearly em erge as the healthiest. Their m ean  
expenditure on projects is significantly higher than that of the other tw o  groups. 
Indeed, the ir fe llow  denizens of the CBD, the NMRA firm s, had the lowest costs of 
the three. Since NMRA firm s tended to be the youngest, w ith the least 
experienced owners, this may indicate the youth of the business and the num ber 
of s ta rt-u p  debts it faced and a likelihood to  err on the side of caution.
Cost of the pro ject seem ed to  interact w ith use of the MRA program, so the  
relationship above m ay not be as direct as it in itially appears. Firms which are 
planning to  em bark on m ajor enterprises are much m ore likely to research the  
funding options than is a business owner who w ants to install a $2,000 awning. 
As the knowledge of the MRA’s program spread, m ore firm s m ay have taken  
advantage o f  the agency's programs to realize the ir am bitious dreams rather than  
settling fo r the seco n d -b est which was all they could afford on the ir own. The  
substantial tim e investm ent in applying to the MRA m ay also have dissuaded the  
investor w ith a small project or a tim e lim itation from  participating.
As expected, the reasons for redevelopm ent varied markedly w ith location in 
or out of the CBD. Both groups in the downtown w ere influenced by dilapidated  
buildings to a much g reater extent than w ere the businesses on the outskirts. One 
of the deciding factors in NCBD's renovations was crowding, which did not play a 
major role w ith either of the downtown firms. The existence of large am ounts of 
space would seem to explain these phenomena: MCBD and NMRA firm s have to be 
more aware of the appearance of their buildings because they stand closer
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together. This proxim ity makes a business ow ner sensitive to renovation of a 
neighboring building; there is an image to maintain. Thus, although clum sy  
w ording or duplicate questions may have blurred the results, the statem ents of the  
in terview ees indicate that the MRA's aim of inspiring privately-funded renovations  
through public funding has enjoyed a degree of success. It may have arisen out of 
conscious com petition w ith a neighboring store or from a sudden realization that 
one's own building now looked terrib ly run -dow n com pared to  the facades in the  
rest of the neighborhood. In either case, the MRA's initial support of renovation  
provided the initial impetus to  break the downward spiral of blight.
Those firm s which operate outside the CBD are much more dispersed and 
the  renovation of a neighbor half a mile away has little impact. Their prim ary  
reason for rem odel seems to be a response to internal conditions, such as 
crowding, rather than external com petition. Additionally, these firm s possess the  
space to  add to an existing building. In m ost cases, CBD firm s must m ove when  
they outgrow  their quarters and usually end up in a larger, but older and m ore  
dilapidated, building. The reason given fo r renovation then may be dilapidation, 
when the underlying cause of the entire process is crowding.
The logit analysis confirm ed some initial suspicions and confounded others. 
It showed that businesses who were concerned about space and cost w ould be 
found outside the CBD; those for whom  neighborhood im provem ent was im portant 
would be in the city center. Participation in the MRA was determ ined by the  
im portance of cost criteria but neighborhood characteristics such as traffic  volum e  
w ere unimportant.
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According to  this analysis, the MRA has made a substantial contribution to 
the revitalization of the dow ntow n. Average property taxes have increased w ith  
moderate significance am ong those firms using their programs. W ages and annual 
income are higher in this group than for either o f the o ther tw o. Highly skilled  
professionals are provided w ith more positions by MCBD firm s than by any others. 
Investm ent in renovation is highest among the MCBD firms. The social costs of 
the CRLP interest subsidy and the program  adm inistration are substantially  
exceeded by the  additional benefits the MCBD firm s generate. Many interview ees, 
even those outside the CBD, mentioned M RA-funded or -in itia ted  projects such as 
the street trees, the parks, the awnings, or the sense that "things are happening  
there" as recent changes in the downtown. A few  cited the em ergence of 
boutiques disparagingly, despite the credit that these boutiques m ust receive for  
helping the dow ntow n to  com pete with the mall. There seems to be a pervasive  
awareness that the dow ntow n has changed, and in definite ways which are due to  
the MRA. The statistical significance of the difference between the MCBD firm s' 
average benefits and the IMCBDs' offers proof that the MRA did help to  alleviate  
any disadvantage of CBD location, while at the same tim e stim ulating the socially  
desireable aim of increased investm ent in the downtown. Lastly, w hile it m ay be 
that people w ith  large projects w ent in search of the MRA's programs, it m ay also 
be that the program s encouraged people to pursue big projects, w ith  a 
subsequently greater gain to society in term s of property tax revenue.
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6.1. Avenues of Further Research
This subject provides many opportunities fo r further research. In particular, 
these firm s should be observed over a longer tim e period. Instead of relying on 
the ow ner's m em ory, periodic visits to track em ploym ent w ould im prove the  
accuracy of the study. A thorough study of the  relationship betw een the vo lum e  
of business or the profits of the com pany and renovation would provide valuable  
inform ation.
Several of the m ajor MRA projects have encountered financial difficulties. 
While these problems are not connected w ith the agency in any way, it would be 
interesting to  see how the firms com e through the ir reorganizations.
A larger sample would have avoided several problems. The anom alous firm s  
could have been excluded. The logit analysis w ould have produced m eaningful chi 
square statistics fo r goodness of fit. Standard deviations w ould have been  
reduced, increasing the levels of significance difference betw een the various  
groups. All in all, the results would have been m ore robust had the sam ple size  
been doubled.
There m ay have been a problem  of se lf-se lec tion  in the sample. Firms m ay  
have com e to the MRA because they w ere considering am bitious, expensive  
projects and w ere willing to invest the necessary tim e to research all financing  
options. NMRA firms, whose projects were usually less expensive, m ay have been  
reluctant to  undertake the application process. Firms considering a small repair or 
alteration may be more likely just to go ahead and com plete the project than  
m ight businesses contem plating an investm ent of several hundred thousands of
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dollars. It would be helpful to be able to review  applications to  the MRA and deny 
funding to half, which would serve as a control.
To discover w hether Missoula was unique in its experience in som e way, this 
study could be expanded to  include other towns, such as Kalispell or Bozeman. 
Reducing the scope of the sam ple to  a particular type of project —  renovations of 
the ir original building by extant businesses, or of an old structure by a newly  
established firm  —  m ight serve to reduce the variation in the sam ple and thus 
increase the significance of the results. Again, this requires a larger population  
than the one available in Missoula.
The broader com m unity im pact of downtown renovation m ight also be 
exam ined. Contrasting the CBD's experience w ith the mail's w ould o ffer som e  
interesting clues regarding the existence of the "musical firm s" effect; w hether 
vacant com m ercial space is sim ply increasing in the m all as it decreases  
dow ntow n, w ith  no net change to  society.
The MRA's m andate expires in 1990. It would be interesting to  observe the  
effects of its dem ise on the CBD. Perhaps the downward cycle of b light w ill set in, 
or perhaps a sense of pride has been instilled in downtown business-ow ners  
which will perpetuate the im provem ents in the area.
The exact nature of the blight cycle could also be investigated. With a 
chosen neighborhood, one m ight have householders record m aintenance  
expenditures as one building is allowed to deteriorate. This would help to  
determ ine the exact degree of the contagion under-m aintenance is supposed to  
incur.
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6.2. Conclusions
Based on this study, the Missouia Redevelopm ent Agency can be credited  
w ith a considerable degree o f success in achieving its goals of increasing 
investm ent and decreasing blight. Jobs increased am ong MCBD firm s by much 
m ore than they did among others. The am ount of investm ent was larger by far 
among these businesses, and, as one would expect, to ta l tax receipts also grew  
the m ost and reached the highest total.
By reducing the cost of investm ent to the private firm , the MRA helps to  
com bat urban blight, or Type B m arket failure. It seem s logical that a physically 
attractive CBD would attract new or keep existing businesses. In so doing, Type A  
m arket failure, the inefficiency problem, would also be corrected. This cannot be 
stated w ith certainty, however, due to lack of data and an insufficient tim e horizon.
It can be concluded that the MRA does indeed perform  its duty in a way that 
is socially beneficial. From an econom ic point of view, the Missoula  
Redevelopm ent Agency has played an im portant and unique role in the resurgence  
of the downtown.
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Appendix A 
Questionnaires
The interviews w ith  business owners used the follow ing form. The first 24  
questions were identical for all three groups; differences are noted.
This interview is part of an effort to assess governm ent policies for 
stim ulating growth and to pinpoint those factors which influence a business 
person's decision to  invest. As som eone who has expanded or refurbished a 
building in the past ten years, you have im portant insights into this process. Your 
thoughts, perceptions, and experiences are vital to  m y study.
I'd like for you to  be assured that all answers will be strictly confidential. No 
one will know who said what.
As we go through this interview, if you have any questions about w hy I'm  
asking anything in particular, please feel free to ask. If there is anything you don't 
w ant to  answer, just say so. Again, the purpose of this interview  is to  get your 
insights about your experience as a business person in Missoula.
1. W hat business are you in?
2. How long have you been in business as (com pany name)? How long at 
this address?
3. How long have you been involved in this type of work?
4. Have you been in this type of business elsewhere in Missoula? W here  
and for how long?
5. W hich w ere im portant considerations about this location? Please use a 
scale from 1 to 5, Very Im portant to Not even Considered:
*  Am ount of Space
1 2 3 4 5
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*  Cost of Space
1 2 3 4 5
*  Parking
1 2 3 4 5
*  Taxes
1 2 3 4 5
*  Traffic Flow
1 2 3 4 5
*  Com patible Businesses Nearby
1 2 3 4 5
*  W hat o ther factors am I missing?
6. If this building becam e unavailable tom orrow , w here would you first 
look fo r space?
*  Downtown
*  City, not dow ntow n
* County
*  Other (specific)
7. Let's talk about the renovation you did a while back. You got a
building perm it on (date) to do (brief description). How long did it
take?
8. How much did it cost?
< $ 5 0 0 0  $500 0 -$ 1 0 0 0 0  $10,0000-$20,0000 $20 ,0000-$30 ,000
$30 ,000-$40 ,0000  $40,000-$50 ,0000  > $50 ,0 000
9. Which of the fo llow ing w ere im portant in deciding to do this project at 
that particular time? Please rank them  from  1 to 5 as Very Im portant 
to Not Even Considered:
/
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*  In terest Rate
1 2 3 4 5
*  A vailability of low cost financing
1 2 3 4 5
*  Crowding in existing facilities
1 2 3 4 5
*  Need for Parking
1 2 3 4 5
*  Neighborhood im proving/com petition increasing
1 2 3 4 5
*  Looking Rundown
1 2 3 4 5
*  Ineffic ient floorspace
1 2 3 4 5
10. If you had not done this project, would you have
Moved Looked elsewhere in same area Stayed in the same location
Sold the business Closed the business Never bought the business
11. How has your volum e of business changed each year since the project?
First year after:
Up < 5 %  Up > 5 %  Unchanged Down > 5 %  Down < 5 %
Second year after:
Up < 5 %  Up > 5 %  Unchanged Down > 5 %  Down < 5 %
Third year after:
Up < 5 %  Up > 5 %  Unchanged Down > 5 %  Down < 5 %
Fourth year after:
Up < 5 %  Up > 5 %  Unchanged Down > 5 %  Down < 5 %
12. How m any renovations can you recall occurring within sight of your 
store
a
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*  within a year before your renovation?
*  in the same year?
*  in the year fo llow ing it?
13. Now  let's talk about jobs. Som e of the jobs your renovation created  
w ere construction jobs, others staff positions at your business. How  
many construction workers w ere  on your job?
< 5  6 -1 0  11 -15  > 1 6
14. How long did they work?
15. How many em ployees did you have before the project?
16. Are these fu ll-yea r or seasonal jobs?
17. Are these Clerical Skilled Professional Retail Service S em i-Skilled  
positions?
18. Following is a list of w age groups. Into which group does the average  
w age for your em ployees fall?
< $ 3 ,5 0 /h r  $3 .50 /h r -  $5 .00 /h r $5.01 -  $7 ,50 /h r > $ 7 .5 1 /h r
19. How many new positions have been created since the construction was 
completed?
20. Are these fu ll-y e a r or seasonal jobs?
21. Are these Clerical Skilled Professional Retail Service Sem i-Skilled  
positions?
22. Following is a list of w age groups. Into which group does the average 
w age for your em ployees fall?
< $ 3 .5 0 /h r $3.50 /h r -  $5 .00 /h r $5.01 -  $7 .50 /hr > $ 7 .51 /h r
23. Answers to the follow ing tw o  questions w ere substantiated by 
reference to County property tax records.
24. W hat was your annual property tax before you renovated?
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25. A fter you did so?
The fo llow ing questions applied to firm s participating in the MRA's 
programs.
26. As did many o ther firms, you used the MRA's programs. W ithout these  
programs, w ould you have
a. Done the project on a larger scale Done the project just as you  
did it Done the project on a sm aller scale Not done the project at 
all
27. How did you hear about the MRA?
28. What is the m ost useful service the MRA provided for you?
29. On balance, was it worth it fo r you to use the MRA?
30. W hat are the three biggest changes you have seen in the dow ntow n in 
the past ten years?
These questions applied to  those firm s which did not use the MRA's 
programs, despite being located in the central business district.
How did you finance your project?
*  Personal/Business Savings
*  Bank Loan
-  Am ount
-  Interest Rate
-  Term  
Other
31. If you had been given financial or technical assistance for this effort, 
would you have
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a. Done the project on a larger scale
b. Done the project just as you did it
c. Done the project on a sm aller scale
W ere you aware at that tim e that the MRA was a source of financing  
fo r projects like yours?
32. W hy did you choose not to use the MRA?
33. W hat are the three biggest changes you have seen in the dow ntow n in 
the past ten years?
These questions applied to  firm s located outside the CBD.
34. How  did you finance your project?
*  Personal/Business Savings
*  Bank Loan
-  Am ount
-  Interest Rate
-  Term  
Other
35. If you had been given financial or technical assistance for this effort, 
would you have
a. Done the project on a larger scale
b. Done the project just as you did it
c. Done the project on a sm aller scale
36. W hat are the three biggest changes you have seen in the dow ntow n in 
the past ten years?
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37. W hat are the three biggest changes you have seen in your area in the  
past ten years?
38. and one last question: If financial or technical assistance w ere
available, would you consider relocating your business to the 
downtown?
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